AGENDA FOR
ORDINARY
COUNCIL MEETING
Tuesday 11 August 2015

COUNCIL MEETING VISITORS
Visitors are most welcome to attend Council meetings.
Visitors attending a Council Meeting agree to abide by the following rules:

Visitors are required to sign the Visitor Book and provide their name and full
residential address before entering the meeting room.



Visitors are only allowed to address Council with the permission of the
Chairperson.



When addressing Council the speaker is asked not to swear or use
threatening language.



Visitors who refuse to abide by these rules will be asked to leave the meeting
by the Chairperson.

SECURITY PROCEDURES


Council staff will ensure that all visitors have signed the Visitor Book.



A visitor who continually interjects during the meeting or uses threatening
language to Councillors or staff, will be asked by the Chairperson to cease
immediately.



If the visitor fails to abide by the request of the Chairperson, the Chairperson
shall suspend the meeting and ask the visitor to leave the meeting
immediately.



If the visitor fails to leave the meeting immediately, the General Manager is
to contact Tasmania Police to come and remove the visitor from the building.



Once the visitor has left the building the Chairperson may resume the
meeting.



In the case of extreme emergency caused by a visitor, the Chairperson is to
activate the Distress Button immediately and Tasmania Police will be called.
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PO Box 102, Westbury,
Tasmania, 7303

Dear Councillors

I wish to advise that an ordinary meeting of the Meander Valley Council will be
held at the Westbury Council Chambers, 26 Lyall Street, Westbury, on Tuesday 11
August 2015 at 1.30pm.

Greg Preece
GENERAL MANAGER
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Evacuation and Safety:
At the commencement of the meeting the Mayor will advise that,
 Evacuation details and information are located on the wall to his left;
 In the unlikelihood of an emergency evacuation an alarm will sound and evacuation wardens
will assist with the evacuation. When directed, everyone will be required to exit in an orderly
fashion through the front doors and go directly to the evacuation point which is in the carpark at the side of the Town Hall.

Agenda for an ordinary meeting of the Meander Valley Council to be held at the
Council Chambers Meeting Room, 26 Lyall Street, Westbury, on Tuesday 11 August
2015 at 1.30pm.

PRESENT:
APOLOGIES:

Councillors Andrew Connor and Deborah White

IN ATTENDANCE:

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES:
Councillor xx moved and Councillor xx seconded, “that the minutes of the
Ordinary meeting of Council held on Tuesday 14 July, 2015, be received and
confirmed.”

COUNCIL WORKSHOPS HELD SINCE THE LAST MEETING:
Nil

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE MAYOR:
Monday 20 July 2015
Dinner with the Board of Tourism Northern Tasmania
Tuesday 21 July 2015
Australian Centre for Local Government Symposium (Launceston)
Meeting with Northern Councils to discuss Local Government Reform Agenda
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Wednesday 22 July 2015
LGAT AGM and General Meeting
Thursday 23 July 2015
Day 1 LGAT Annual Conference
Thursday 24 July 2015
Day 2 LGAT Annual Conference
Attended Launch of TEER Report Card
Tuesday 28 July 2015
Chaired Beacon Foundations “Launceston Business Partnership Group”
Wednesday 29 July 2015
Attended Westbury Play Gym launch of their new equipment
Conducted Citizenship Ceremonies, Westbury
Wednesday 5 August 2015
Meeting with Rob Soward to discuss My Pathway project
Launch of the ‘ Hopes of the New Generation’ bonnet exhibition, Deloraine
Friday 7 August 2015
NTD Local Government Committee meeting
Monday 10 August 2015
Attended the launch of 2015 Garage Sale Trail

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST:
TABLING OF PETITIONS:
Nil
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PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
General Rules for Question Time:
Public question time will continue for no more than thirty minutes for ‘questions on notice’ and
‘questions without notice’.
At the beginning of public question time, the Chairperson will firstly refer to the questions on notice.
The Chairperson will ask each person who has a question on notice to come forward and state their
name and where they are from (suburb or town) before asking their question(s).
The Chairperson will then ask anyone else with a question without notice to come forward and give
their name and where they are from (suburb or town) before asking their question.
If called upon by the Chairperson, a person asking a question without notice may need to submit a
written copy of their question to the Chairperson in order to clarify the content of the question.
A member of the public may ask a Council officer to read their question for them.
If accepted by the Chairperson, the question will be responded to, or, it may be taken on notice as a
‘question on notice’ for the next Council meeting. Questions will usually be taken on notice in cases
where the questions raised at the meeting require further research or clarification. These questions
will need to be submitted as a written copy to the Chairperson prior to the end of public question
time.
The Chairperson may direct a Councillor or Council officer to provide a response.
All questions and answers must be kept as brief as possible.
There will be no debate on any questions or answers.
In the event that the same or similar question is raised by more than one person, an answer may be
given as a combined response.
Questions on notice and their responses will be minuted.
Questions without notice raised during public question time and the responses to them will not be
minuted or recorded in any way with exception to those questions taken on notice for the next
Council meeting.
Once the allocated time period of thirty minutes has ended, the Chairperson will declare public
question time ended. At this time, any person who has not had the opportunity to put forward a
question will be invited to submit their question in writing for the next meeting.
Notes

Council officers may be called upon to provide assistance to those wishing to register a
question, particularly those with a disability or from non-English speaking cultures, by typing
their questions.

The Chairperson may allocate a maximum time for each question, depending on the
complexity of the issue, and on how many questions are asked at the meeting. The
Chairperson may also indicate when sufficient response to a question has been provided.
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Limited Privilege: Members of the public should be reminded that the protection of
parliamentary privilege does not apply to local government, and any statements or
discussion in the Council Chamber or any document, produced are subject to the laws of
defamation.

For further information please telephone 6393 5300 or visit www.meander.tas.gov.au

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
1.

QUESTIONS TAKEN ON NOTICE – JULY 2015

Nil
2.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE – AUGUST 2015

COUNCILLOR QUESTION TIME
1.

COUNCILLOR QUESTIONS TAKEN ON NOTICE – JULY 2015

1.2

Cr A Connor

In recent years I believe there was a capital works project to create a turning lane on
Country Club Avenue for traffic coming from Westbury Road to turn into Las Vegas
Drive.
Is this still planned?
Response by Dino De Paoli, Director Infrastructure Services
Council moved the following motion (No.208/2012) at the December 2012
Ordinary Meeting of Council;
“that Council approve the final design for the alteration of traffic facilities
along Country Club Avenue at the junction of Las Vegas Drive, Prospect Vale,
as shown in Drawing No LN12038-P40.” This includes a reduction in the speed
limit to 50km/hr.”
Council’s proposed projects listings for capital works have not included this
project. There were a number of issues considered by Council staff in further
assessment of the project following preparation of the initial concept plan and
approval by Council.
These included additional design assessment,
preparation of a detailed cost estimate, consideration of current traffic
demand, the loss of available pavement space for a future cycling lane also
uncertainties around how outcomes from the Blackstone Heights Prospect Vale
Structure Plan may impact this project. It is understood some of these matters
were discussed at a Council workshop.
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1.2

Cr B Richardson

a) Recently a 2-day workshop was held, mid-week, at the Launceston Country Club
Casino. It is understood that several Councillors and Council staff were in
attendance.
How was the timing of that workshop decided?
Was that timing achieved by consensus of all Councillors at a meeting of Council
at which all Councillors were in attendance?
If not, then does not this process compromise a main thrust of that workshop,
namely for Councillors to work together?
What was the cost of that workshop to ratepayers, specifically:i.
The cost of the facilitator(s) (fees+on-costs)?
ii.
The cost of room hire and meals?’; and
iii.
The “indirect” costs associated with attendance of Council directors
(ie, proportion of remunerative costs and travel)?
Response by Mayor Craig Perkins
I asked the General Manager to arrange a workshop for the Councillors and the
Directors as I believed there was an opportunity to develop an improved
working relationship between Councillors and with the Council staff. The
contents and dates for the workshop were discussed at the end of the April
Council meeting, held on 21 April, and all Councillors were present.
I believe there was consensus as the dates were changed to accommodate a
Councillor going on long service leave.
It would have been preferable if everyone could have been present, however, it
does occur on occasions that not everybody can be present for a day and more
so for two days. Initially most Councillors were available for the days,
however, the dates were changed due to the funeral of Mayor Barry Jarvis.
I chose this facilitator, Helen Rees, as she facilitated a LGAT organised Mayors
workshop in November 2014, and I believed she was ideal for our Council
workshop. The costing for Helen Rees also includes a further facilitation
session to suit Council needs at no further charge to Council.
Mrs Lyn Mason delivered a component of the workshop on Council meeting
procedures and Lyn was engaged due to her thorough knowledge of the
subject.
The outputs from the workshop will come back to Council for ratification and
implementation.
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Cost of the workshop was:
1) Preparation for and delivery of the workshop
by both presenters
2) Venue hire, meals & equipment hire
3) Full cost of attendance by the General Manager
and directors.

$10,814
$ 1,745
$ 9,906

b) It is noted in Gov 2: 2015-16 Annual Plan (this Council Agenda) that the closing
Cash Balance (in the Balance Sheet) is $19,360,115.
For what purpose has this cash accumulation been accrued?
For example, what proportion of that accumulation is allocated to depreciation
of assets (and therefore later renewal, replacement or renovation?)
Response by Malcolm Salter, Director Corporate Services
Cash balances are accrued and expended in line with Council’s budgets and
long term financial plan. The current commitments made by Council include
the 2015-16 operating budget and 2015-16 capital works program. Council
has liabilities from prior financial years which are required to be financed
from the cash balance. At 30 June 2014 the audited liabilities totalled
$8,693,913 as follows:
$1,631,674 Employee leave accruals; $2,329,337 Tip rehabilitation at Cluan
and Deloraine sites; $1,132,902 Accounts payable; $3,600,000 Loan
outstanding.
The remaining balance of funds has largely accumulated from depreciation of
Council infrastructure however the renewal works are not yet due e.g. the
infrastructure has not yet deteriorated to a point that warrants its
replacement.
At 30 June 2014, the audited balances of accumulated
depreciation for all asset classes, not including land (as it is a non-depreciated
asset class) was $73,959,245. This indicates the value of renewal works that
have accrued and a renewal funding gap of approximately $63million, at this
point in time.
c) It is noted that in a reply to a question of the June 2015 Council meeting, that:
i.
The toilets were not replaced after the 2008 demolition because, in part,
due to the “availability of other public toilets nearby”.
Is Council aware that a list of public toilets nearby, prepared by Council officers,
included several toilets at private premises, including the hotel, service station
and Andys Bakery?
Response by Dino De Paoli, Director Infrastructure Services
One document titled “Proposals to provide access to toilet facilities at the
Westbury Recreation Ground” created in 2010 lists Andy’s Bakery, the
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Westbury Hotel, the Westbury Health Centre and the Caltex service station as
non-council facilities
ii.

The reply also stated that “the decisions made at that time (2008) in not
replacing the toilet can be taken as being consistent with the Policy”.
Who made that decision? Was it a full meeting of Council”?
Response by Dino De Paoli, Director Infrastructure Services
The Westbury Recreation Ground Development Plan 2007-2012 listed an item
of works for the establishment of a new toilet block as a Stage 3 action. The
Plan was approved at a full meeting of Council in January 2008 with only
Stage 1 to be funded in the current budget. Subsequent proposed projects
listings prepared by staff for capital works consideration at Council workshops
referenced the public toilet, however, the capital works programmes approved
by Council as part of the budget setting process did not include a new toilet
block.
iii.

It is believed that a motion of Council in 2012 (?) indicated that the rebuilding of public toilets at the Recreation Ground be included in the next
financial year’s capital expenditure budget
Can that be confirmed?
Response by Dino De Paoli, Director Infrastructure Services
Refer to the above response in relation to the Council approval in 2008. It was
noted in the proposed project listing for the 2011-2012 capital works program
that an option for a stand-alone toilet could be considered as part of the
redevelopment of the cricket clubrooms.
At about that time money was allocated (against my wishes, and those of many
residents) to modify a toilet at the next door Sports Centre.
Can Council confirm that this has largely been a waste of resources, in that a
single cubicle is never going to be sufficient for attendances such as those at
football matches, larger cricket attendances and so forth?
Response by Dino De Paoli, Director Infrastructure Services
A capital works budget allocation was approved by Council for the 2011-2012
financial year for the upgrade of the sports centre toilet to be DDA compliant
and available for general public use and not specifically sporting events. From
information reviewed it is understood that the upgrade of the existing toilet
was undertaken, in part, to manage any additional operating costs associated
with construction of a new toilet facility.
d) On Page 125 of the Agenda it is stated: “It is recommended that Council officers
assess the work required to provide gravel shoulders to Liverpool Street as a
separate matter to the assessment of the subdivision application.
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If the assessment considers work needs to be done, will that work’s costs be
borne entirely by ratepayers, or by the developers, or jointly?
What is Council’s policy in relation to upgrading Council infrastructure (in
particular roads/streets) when developments (particularly residential
developments) occur?
Response by Dino De Paoli, Director Infrastructure Services
The cost to undertake work to provide gravel shoulders will be managed within
Council’s operations budget or as an additional capital works project approved
under delegation or by Council depending on the cost involved. Council staff
have been made aware of concerns with the existing pavement width under
current traffic conditions where vehicles need to leave the pavement and travel
on the grassed verge to pass. Any minor widening of the road is deemed to
provide the minimum level of service. Council’s Policy No.20 provides
guidelines for contributions by Council toward third party development of
infrastructure.
2.

COUNCILLOR QUESTIONS ON NOTICE – AUGUST 2015

Nil
3.

COUNCILLOR QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE – AUGUST 2015

DEPUTATIONS BY MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
Nil

NOTICE OF MOTIONS BY COUNCILLORS
Nil
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CERTIFICATION

“I certify that with respect to all advice, information or recommendation provided
to Council with this agenda:
1.

the advice, information or recommendation is given by a person who has
the qualifications or experience necessary to give such advice, information
or recommendation, and

2.

where any advice is given directly to Council by a person who does not
have the required qualifications or experience that person has obtained and
taken into account in that person’s general advice the advice from an
appropriately qualified or experienced person.”

Greg Preece
GENERAL MANAGER

“Notes: S65(1) of the Local Government Act requires the General Manager to
ensure that any advice, information or recommendation given to the Council (or a
Council committee) is given by a person who has the qualifications or experience
necessary to give such advice, information or recommendation. S65(2) forbids
Council from deciding any matter which requires the advice of a qualified person
without considering that advice.”

COUNCIL MEETING AS A PLANNING AUTHORITY
The Mayor advises that for items DEV 1 to DEV 2 Council is acting as a Planning
Authority under the provisions of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993.
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DEV 1

DEMOLITION OF SCHOOL BUILDING AND AMENITY
BLOCK – 52 PIONEER DRIVE, MOLE CREEK
1)

Introduction

This report considers application PA\15\0188 for the demolition of an
existing School Building and Ancillary Structures at 52 Pioneer Drive, Mole
Creek (CT:161038/1).
2)

Background

Applicant
Department of Education
Planning Controls
The subject land is controlled by the Meander Valley Interim Planning
Scheme 2013 (referred to this report as the ‘Scheme’).
Use & Development
The application proposes to demolish an old school building and ancilliary
structures (storage building and toilet block). The buildings are owned by
the Department of Education and are located on land managed as part of
the Mole Creek Primary School.

Photo 1: Subject school building proposed to be demolished, looking north from
Pioneer Drive.
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Photo 2: Ancillary buildings (storage shed and toilet block) to be demolished,
looking west from within the title.

Site & Surrounds
The subject title is 3.18ha in area with frontage and access on Pioneer Drive.
A large portion of the lot, to the north, is used for a mix of primary industry
activities and educational uses. There are a number of agricultural buildings
in this area.
The south portion of the lot contains a school building and amenities block.
The buildings have been underutilised for a number of years and are in a
state of disrepair.
The adjoining land to the west of the development contains a single
dwelling and is used for residential purposes. The land to the east contains
Café Bozzey, the Mole Creek Information Centre and the Mole Creek Pool.
The main site of the Mole Creek Primary School is directly opposite the
subject site on Pioneer Drive.
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Subject Title

Photo 3: Aerial photo, showing the subject titles and surrounding land (Source: The
LIST).

Subject Title

Proposed to be Demolished

Photo 4: Aerial photo, showing the portion of the title fronting Pioneer Drive and
the buildings proposed to be demolished (Source: The LIST).
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Statutory Timeframes
Valid application:
Request for further information:
Information received:
Advertised:
Closing date for representations:
Extension of time granted:
Extension of time expires:
Decision Due:

3)

13 May 2015
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
23 May 2015
9 June 2015
16 June 2015
12 August 2015
11 August 2015

Strategic/Annual Plan Conformance

Council has a target under the Annual Plan to assess applications for
discretionary uses within statutory timeframes.
4)

Policy Implications

Not Applicable
5)

Statutory Requirements

Council must process and determine the application in accordance with the
Land Use Planning Approval Act 1993 (LUPAA) and its Planning Scheme. The
application is made in accordance with Section 57 of LUPAA.
6)

Risk Management

Risk is managed by the inclusion of appropriate conditions on the planning
permit.
7)

Consultation with State Government and other Authorities

The application was referred to TasWater. A Submission to Planning
Authority Notice (TWDA 2015/00767-MVC) was received on 28 May 2015
(attached).
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8)

Community Consultation

The application was advertised for the 14-day period. Thirteen
representations were received (attached). The representations are discussed
in the assessment below.
9)

Financial Impact

Not Applicable
10) Alternative Options
Council can either approve the application, with or without conditions, or
refuse the application.
11) Officers Comments
Zone
The subject property is zoned Village and Rural Living (see Figure 2 below).
The proposed demolition is located in the portion of the lot zoned Village.
The surrounding land is generally zoned Village and Rural Living, with a
corridor zoned Utilities and Open Space along Pioneer Drive to the south of
the lot.
Rural Living
Zone

Subject Title

Village Zone

Figure 2: Zoning of subject title and surrounding land.
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Use Class
In accordance with Table 8.2 the proposed Use Class is:
 Education and Occasional Care
Education and Occasional Care is specified in Section 16.2 – Village Zone
Use Table as being Permitted. Demolition, however, is a Discretionary when
not approved as part of another development.
Applicable Standards
A general discretion is provided for Council to consider the demolition of
buildings. In making its assessment the planning authority may have regard
to the purpose of the zone and any applicable local area objectives or
desired future character statements. The following is an assessment of the
standards of the Meander Valley Interim Planning Scheme considered to be
most relevant to the application.
Part C –Special Provisions
9.4

Demolition

9.4.1

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Unless approved as part of another development or prohibited by
another provision, an application for demolition may be
approved at the discretion of the planning authority having
regard to:
the purpose of the applicable zone;
any relevant local area objective or desired future character
statement of the applicable zone;
the purpose of any applicable code; and
the purpose of any applicable specific area plan.

Comment:
The application proposes to demolish an existing building which is on land
used for Education and Occasional Care. The demolition is not prohibited
by any other provision of the Scheme and is not proposed as part of any
other development.
The demolition is discussed in relation to the Village Zone below.
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16.1 Zone Purpose
16.1.1

Zone Purpose Statements

16.1.1.1

To provide for small rural centres with a mix of residential,
community services and commercial activities.

16.1.1.2

To provide for low impact, non-residential uses that support the
function of the settlement.

16.1.1.3

To provide for the amenity of the residents in a manner
appropriate to the mixed use characteristics and needs of a
particular settlement.

16.1.2

Local Area Objectives
Mole Creek
a) To support the traditional
mixed use settlement pattern
and provide for incremental
growth
and
economic
opportunity, particularly in the
reuse of buildings.
b) To provide appropriate
consideration of the potential
impacts on the karst system.
c) To support development for
tourist based uses recognising
the settlement’s proximity to the
Great Western Tiers.

16.1.3

a) New development is to
be designed to consider
potential adverse effects
on the karst system.

Desired Future Character Statements
Mole Creek
a) Mole Creek is characterized
largely by a linear pattern of
mixed use development of
development
along the Mole Creek road due to
the constraint of the railway line
to the south and Limestone Creek
to the north.
b) Caveside road to the south
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provides a more consolidated
residential character.

COMMENT:
The proposed demolition will not compromise the Purpose, Local Area
Objectives or the Desired Future Character of the Village Zone. The subject
building is currently not used and is not to a standard that would allow it to
be used for educational purposes or any other purpose. Repurposing the
building requires substantial work and the costs of upgrading and
maintaining the building are considered excessive by the current owners.
The demolition will not prevent the land from being used in the future for
any use permitted in the Village Zone. Removing the building from the site
will allow the Education Department to consider alternative uses for the site,
unencumbered by the existing building.
The Mole Creek Progress
Association has shown some interest in constructing a playground on the
site, however, no formal application has been made.
The demolition of the buildings will not compromise existing essential
services to the community and will not deny the ability to provide these
services in the future. The buildings are currently not in use and have not
been used to provide any essential services since the closure of the Child
Care Centre. The removal of the building does not deny the ability to
provide services in the future as the current owners do not have any plans
to make the building available for public use.
Undertaken responsibly and with appropriate rehabilitation, the demolition
of the buildings will not impact the karst.
While the Local Area Objective supports the reuse of buildings in Mole
Creek, there is no legal mechanism by which this can be forced upon
landowners. There is no mechanism by which the landowner can be forced
to use or maintain the building for any purpose.
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The proposed demolition is not at odds with the Desired Future Character
Statement for Mole Creek. The removal of the disused building will provide
a vacant parcel fronting Pioneer Drive (Mole Creek Road). This provides
additional capacity for future infill development within the existing town
boundaries.
Assessment
The following table is an assessment against the purpose of applicable
codes of the Meander Valley Interim Planning Scheme 2013.
E15 – Karst Management Code
E15.1.1 The purpose of this provision is to:
a) ensure development proposals minimise adverse impact on groundwater dependant
ecosystems.
b) ensure appropriate protection of sensitive karst features.
c) ensure erosion of sediments within the karst area is managed to minimise adverse
impacts on karst features and the karst system.
COMMENT:
The proposed demolition will not result in any adverse impacts on the karst system.
A Building Permit is required for the demolition of buildings. Disconnection of
services, including the removal of the existing septic system and the capping of
existing plumbing, will be managed by this permit. The buildings are setback more
than 70m from Limestone Creek. This is sufficient setback to ensure materials will not
enter the watercourse during demolition.
While the applicant has proposed to rehabilitate the site with gravel, this is not
considered to be appropriate given the nature of the karst and the prominent
location of the building in the street. However, all areas of bare earth will need to be
treated to ensure runoff from remaining hardstand does not collect and transport
sediment into the watercourse.
The application does not propose any additional excavation or vegetation removal,
likely to impact subterranean karst features.
Recommended Condition:
Prior to the commencement of works a site rehabilitation plan is to be submitted to the
satisfaction of Council’s Town Planner. The rehabilitation plan is to demonstrate how
areas of bare soil will be stabilized to minimise the transport of sediment during rain
events and establish a suitable timeframe to undertake rehabilitation works.
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Representations
Twelve individual representations and one collective submission were
received during the statutory advertising period (see attached documents).
The issues predominately raised in the Representations are:
1. Lack of public consultation; and
2. Possible alternative uses; and
3. Local heritage value.
COMMENT:
Lack of Public Consultation
The subject building is owned by the Department of Education. A
development application has been lodged with Council in accordance with
Section 57 of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993. The Act
provides a public consultation period of 14 days, which has been
undertaken as required. There is no capacity within the Act for Council to
undertake or consider further consultation as part of the planning process.
The Department of Education has freedom to engage in further
consultation, should they believe that it is warranted. The building is owned
by the Department of Education and Council cannot force the Department
to repair the building or to allow it to be used for alternative uses.
Alternative Uses
Council cannot compel the landowners to use the buildings for new uses
against their will. Nor can the landowner be made to enter into discussions
with community user groups against their will. While a number of possible
alternative uses have been proposed by the local community, it is at the
discretion of the landowner to consider these uses and determine if one is
appropriate for the site.
Discussion with the Principal of the Mole Creek Primary School and the
Department’s Asset Planning Manager indicate that the work required to
bring the buildings up to a reasonable standard is significant and requires
considerable investment. Without a viable means of funding the restoration
and ongoing costs, the buildings will remain vacant and will not be further
maintained. As such, the building will likely continue to deteriorate.
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It is at the discretion of the Department of Education to enter into
discussions with the community regarding alternative uses and possible
means of funding.
Local Heritage Value
The subject title is not listed on the Tasmanian Heritage Register. The
Meander Valley Interim Planning Scheme 2013 does not list any heritage
precincts or places in the Local Historic Heritage Code. As such, there is no
capacity for the Planning Authority to consider the perceived heritage value
of the site.
Conclusion
In conclusion, it is considered that the application for the demolition of a
school buildings and ancillary buildings at 52 Pioneer Drive, Mole Creek can
be effectively managed by conditions and should be approved.
AUTHOR: Justin Simons
TOWN PLANNER
12) Recommendation
That the application for Use and Development for Demolition (school
buildings and ancillary structures), for land located at 52 Pioneer
Drive, Mole Creek (CT 161038/1), by the Department of Education, in
accordance with:


9.4 – Demolition

be APPROVED, generally in accordance with the endorsed plans and
subject to the following conditions:
1. The use and development must be carried out as shown and
described in the endorsed Plans:
a) Mole Creek Primary School; Site Plan
b) Photos numbered; 1, 2 & 3.
to the satisfaction of the Council. Any other proposed development
and/or use will require a separate application and assessment by
Council.
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2. Prior to the commencement of works a site rehabilitation plan is to
be submitted to the satisfaction of Council’s Town Planner. The
rehabilitation plan is to demonstrate how areas of bare soil will be
stabilized to minimise the transport of sediment during rain events
and establish a suitable timeframe to undertake rehabilitation
works.
3. The development must be in accordance with the Submission to
Planning Authority Notice issued by TasWater (TWDA 2015/00011MVC attached).
Notes
1. Dangerous Materials – If applicable, any dangerous or hazardous
materials located within the site, including asbestos materials, must be
identified and removed by the applicant. The Workplace Standards
Authority must be notified of the presence of such material and disposal
is to be undertaken in accordance with legislative requirements.
2. Disconnection of Electrical Services – If applicable, all electrical services to
the site must be disconnected and capped in accordance with the
requirements of the relevant authority.
3.

This permit does not imply that any other approval required under any
other by-law or legislation has been granted. At least the following
additional approvals may be required before construction commences:
a) Building permit
b) Plumbing permit
c) Special plumbing permit
All enquiries should be directed to Council’s Permit Authority on 6393
5322.

4. This permit takes effect after:
a) The 14 day appeal period expires; or
b) Any appeal to the Resource Management and Planning Appeal
Tribunal is abandoned or determined; or.
c) Any other required approvals under this or any other Act are
granted.
5. This permit is valid for two (2) years only from the date of approval and
will thereafter lapse if the development is not substantially commenced.
A once only extension may be granted if a request is received at least 6
weeks prior to the expiration date.
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6. A planning appeal may be instituted by lodging a notice of appeal with
the Registrar of the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal.
A planning appeal may be instituted within 14 days of the date the
Corporation serves notice of the decision on the applicant. For more
information see the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal
website www.rmpat.tas.gov.au.
7. If any Aboriginal relics are uncovered during works;
a) All works are to cease within a delineated area sufficient to
protect the unearthed and other possible relics from destruction,
b) The presence of a relic is to be reported to Aboriginal Heritage
Tasmania Phone: (03) 6233 6613 or 1300 135 513 (ask for
Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania Fax: (03) 6233 5555 Email:
aboriginal@heritage.tas.gov.au); and
c) The relevant approval processes will apply with state and federal
government agencies.

DECISION:
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DEV 1

DEV 1

DEV 1

DEV 1

DEV 1

DEV 1

DEV 1

TasWater

Phone: 13 6992
Fax: 1300 862 066
Web: www.taswater.com.au

Submission to Planning Authority Notice
Council
Planning Permit PA\15\0188
No.
TasWater details
TasWater
TWDA 2015/00767-MVC
Reference No.
TasWater
David Boyle
Contact
Response issued to

Council notice
20/05/2015
date

Date of response 28/05/2015
Phone No. 6345 6323

Council name MEANDER VALLEY COUNCIL
Contact details planning@mvc.tas.gov.au
Development details
Address 52 PIONEER DR, MOLE CREEK

Property ID (PID)

2735182

Description of
Demolition (school building and toilets)
development
Schedule of drawings/documents
Prepared by
NA

Drawing/document No.

Revision No.

NA

Date of Issue
NA

Conditions
Pursuant to the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 (TAS) Section 56P(2)(a) TasWater does not object
to the proposed development and no conditions are imposed.
Advice
For information on TasWater development standards, please visit
http://www.taswater.com.au/Development/Development-Standards
For information regarding headworks, further assessment fees and other miscellaneous fees, please visit
http://www.taswater.com.au/Development/Fees---Charges
Changes to the water connection size and/or increased sewer discharges may result in changes to the
fixed service charges for the property. Please visit http://www.taswater.com.au/Your-Account/Water-andSewerage-Charges for more information.
For application forms please visit http://www.taswater.com.au/Development/Forms
The developer is responsible for arranging to locate existing TasWater infrastructure and clearly showing
it on any drawings. Existing TasWater infrastructure may be located by TasWater (call 136 992) on site
at the developer’s cost, alternatively a surveyor and/or a private contractor may be engaged at the
developers cost to locate the infrastructure.
Declaration
The drawings/documents and conditions stated above constitute TasWater’s Submission to Planning
Authority Notice.
If you need any clarification in relation to this document, please contact TasWater. Please quote the TasWater reference
number. Phone: 13 6992, Email: development@taswater.com.au
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DEV 1

TasWater

Phone: 13 6992
Fax: 1300 862 066
Web: www.taswater.com.au

Authorised by

Jason Taylor
Development Assessment Manager
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DEV 1

DEV 1

DEV 1

DEV 2

SUBDIVISION (2 LOTS) – 41 PULTNEY STREET,
DELORAINE
1)

Introduction

This report considers application PA\15\0143 for Subdivision (2 lots) on land
located at 41 Pultney Street, Deloraine (CT 20453/1).
2)

Background

Applicant
6tyo P/L obo A Enright & C How
Planning Controls
The subject land is controlled by the Meander Valley Interim Planning
Scheme 2013 (referred to this report as the ‘Scheme’).
Use & Development
The proposal is to subdivide a property into 2 residential lots. Lot 1 is
2121m2 in size, with direct frontage onto Pultney Street and contains the
existing house and swimming pool. The Balance Lot is 4225m2 in size, has
frontages onto Pultney and East Goderich Streets, and contains an
outbuilding.
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Figure 1: proposed subdivision plan

Site & Surrounds
The subject lot is an irregular shaped property of approximately 6346m 2. A
house and swimming pool are located to the north-east of the property.
The remainder of the property has been used for grazing pet horses and
contains an old outbuilding.
The immediately surrounding land is characterised by single dwellings,
forestry to the south and industrial activities to the south-west.
The subject land is highlighted in the aerial photo below.
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Subject Site

Photo 1: Aerial photo showing the subject property.

Photo 2: the existing house on proposed Lot 1.
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Photo 3: paddock on the Balance Lot.

Statutory Timeframes
Application validated:
Request for further information:
Information received:
Advertised:
Closing date for representations:
Extension of time granted:
Extension of time expires:
Decision due:
3)

11 May 2015
22 May 2015
2 July 2015
11 July 2015
27 July 2015
28 July 2015
12 August 2015
11 August 2015

Strategic/Annual Plan Conformance

Council has a target under the Annual Plan to assess applications for
discretionary uses within statutory timeframes.
4)

Policy Implications

Not Applicable
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5)

Statutory Requirements

Council must process and determine the application in accordance with the
Land Use Planning Approval Act 1993 (LUPAA) and its Planning Scheme. The
application is made in accordance with Section 57.
6)

Risk Management

Risk is managed by the inclusion of appropriate conditions on the planning
permit.
7)

Consultation with State Government and other Authorities

The application was referred to TasWater. A Submission to Planning
Authority Notice (TWDA 2015/00224-MVC) was received on the 20 February
2015 (attached document).
The application was referred to TasNetworks. TasNetworks responded on
the 9 July 2015 stating: Pole 137129 is a HV pole with a Transformer. There
would be an easement on the pole site. If the developer wants to install a
driveway in close vicinity of this pole they would be required to keep approx.
1.5 to 2m away from the pole. Also there is an easement of 6m each side of
the conductors where no building can take place. If the developer wants the
pole relocated at their costs they can have a job registered with New Supply
Ph 1300132003.
8)

Community Consultation

The application was advertised for the statutory 14-day period. One
representation was received (attached document). The representation is
discussed in the assessment below.
9)

Financial Impact

Not Applicable
10) Alternative Options
Council can either approve, with or without conditions, or refuse the
application.
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11) Officers Comments
Zone
The subject property is located in the Low Density Residential zone and the
immediately surrounding land is located in the Low Density Residential,
General Residential Zone and Light Industrial zones.
General Residential zone

Subject Site

Low Density Residential zone
Light Industrial zone

Figure 2: Zoning of subject title and surrounding land.

Use Class
In accordance with Table 8.2 the proposed Use Class is:
 Residential
Residential is specified in Section 12.2 – Low Density Residential Zone Use
Table as being a No Permit Required use class. However, the development
does not comply with all the Acceptable Solutions and relies on
Performance Criteria. As such, it is subject to a Discretionary permit process.
Applicable Standards
This assessment considers all applicable planning scheme standards.
In accordance with the statutory function of the State Template for Planning
Schemes (Planning Directive 1), where use or development meets the
Acceptable Solutions it complies with the planning scheme, however it may
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be conditioned if considered necessary to better meet the objective of the
applicable standard.
Where an application relies on Performance Criteria, discretion is used for
that particular standard. To determine whether discretion should be
exercised to grant approval, the proposal must be considered against the
objectives of the applicable standard and the requirements of Section 8.10.
A brief assessment against all applicable Acceptable Solutions of the
General Residential Zone and Codes is provided below. This is followed by a
more detailed discussion of any applicable Performance Criteria and the
objectives relevant to the particular discretion.
Compliance Assessment
The following tables comprise an assessment against the applicable
standards of the Meander Valley Interim Planning Scheme 2013.
12.0 Low Density Residential zone
Scheme Standard

Comment

Assessment

A1 If for permitted or no
permit required uses.

Residential use is a no
permit requirement use in
the Low Density Residential
Zone.

Complies

A2 Commercial vehicles
for discretionary uses
must only operate
between 7.00am and
7.00pm Monday to
Friday and 8.00am to
6.00pm Saturday and
Sunday.

Not applicable

Not applicable

12.3.1 Amenity

12.4.3.1 General Suitability
A1 No Acceptable
Solutions

Relies
Performance
Criteria

12.4.3.2 Lot Area, Building Envelopes and Frontage
A1 A1 Each lot must:

The total land area is
6346m2 and the proposal is
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a) have a minimum
area in accordance
with Table 12.4.3.1
below; and Table
12.4.3.1 – Lot Size

to create 2 lots. Lot 1 being
2121m2 and the Balance Lot
being 4225m2. Both lots are
less than 5000m2.

Criteria

Each lot is capable of
containing a 35m circle
within the first 35m of the
frontage.

Complies

The buildings within Lot 1
meet the Acceptable
Solutions for side boundary
setback (3m).

Complies

Deloraine 5000m2
b) be able to contain a
35 metres diameter
circle with the centre
of the circle not more
than 35 metres from
the frontage; and
c) have new
boundaries aligned
from buildings that
satisfy the relevant
acceptable solutions
for setbacks; or

d) be required for
Not applicable
public use by the
Crown, a an agency, or
a corporation all the
shares of which are
held by Councils or a
municipality; or
e) be for the provision Not applicable
of public utilities; or
f) for the consolidation Not applicable
of a lot with another
lot with no additional
titles created; or
g) to align existing
titles with zone
boundaries and no
additional lots are
created.
A2 Each lot must have a
frontage of at least 4

Not applicable

Lot 1

42.3m

Balance Lot

93.5m
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metres.
A3 Each lot must be
connected to a
reticulated:

40m+28.1m
The lots have the capacity to Complies
be connected to reticulated
water.

a) water supply; and
b) sewerage system.

A4 Each lot must be
connected to a
reticulated stormwater
system.

The property is located
outside of the reticulated
sewerage area.

Relies on
Performance
Criteria

The lots have the capacity to Complies
be connected to reticulated
stormwater.

E1 Bushfire-Prone Areas Code
Scheme Standard

Comment

Assessment

E1.6.1.1 Subdivision: Provision of hazard management areas
(b) The Bushfire Hazard
Complies
A1 (a) The TFS or an
accredited person
Management Plan shows
certifies, having regard the building area being
to the objective, that
located wholly within the
there is an insufficient Balance Lot, and states
increase in risk from
compliance with BAL 19
bushfire to warrant
Table 2.4.4 AS3959.
the provision of
hazard management
areas as part of a
subdivision; or
(b) The proposed plan
of subdivision(i) shows all lots that
are within or partly
within a bushfireprone area, including
those developed at
each stage of a staged
subdivisions; and
(ii) shows the building
area for each lot; and
(iii) shows hazard
management areas
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between bushfireprone vegetation and
each building area
that have dimensions
equal to, or greater
than, the separation
distances required for
BAL 19 in Table 2.4.4
of AS 3959 – 2009
Construction of
Buildings in Bushfire
Prone Areas. The
proposed plan of
subdivision must be
accompanied by a
bushfire hazard
management plan
certified by the TFS or
accredited person
demonstrating that
hazard management
areas can be provided;
and
(iv) applications for
subdivision requiring
hazard management
areas to be located on
land that is external to
the proposed
subdivision must be
accompanied by the
written consent of the
owner of that land to
enter into a Part 5
agreement that will be
registered on the title
of the neighbouring
property providing for
the affected land to be
managed in
accordance with the
bushfire hazard
management plan.
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E1.6.1.2 Subdivision: Public access
A1 (a) The TFS or an
accredited person
certifies, having regard
to the objective, that
there is an insufficient
increase in risk from
bushfire to warrant
specific measures for
public access in
subdivision for the
purposes of fire
fighting; or

(c) The Bushfire Hazard
Management Plan states
that the layout of roads and
access is consistent with the
objective.

Complies

(b) A proposed plan of
subdivision showing
the layout of roads
and fire trails, and the
location of private
access to building
areas, is included in a
bushfire hazard
management plan
approved by the TFS
or accredited person
as being consistent
with the objective; or
(c) A proposed plan of
subdivision:
(i) shows that, at any
stage of a staged
subdivision, all
building areas are
within 200m of a road
that is a through road;
and
(i) shows a perimeter
road, private access or
fire trail between the
lots and bushfireprone
vegetation, which
road, access or trail is
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linked to an internal
road system; and
(ii) shows all roads as
through roads unless:
a. they are not more
than 200m in length
and incorporate a
minimum 12m outer
radius turning area; or
b. the road is located
within an area of
vegetation that is not
bushfire-prone
vegetation; and
(iii) shows vehicular
access to any water
supply point identified
for fire fighting.
A2 Unless the
development
standards in the zone
require a higher
standard, construction
of roads must meet
the requirements of
Table E3.

Not applicable

E1.6.1.3 Subdivision: Provision of water supply for fire fighting purposes
A1 In areas serviced with
reticulated water by a
Regional Corporation:

Not applicable

(a) the TFS or an
accredited person
certifies that, having
regard to the
objective, there is an
insufficient increase in
risk from bushfire to
warrant any specific
water supply
measures; or
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(b) a proposed plan of
subdivision shows that
all parts of a building
area are within reach
of a 120m long hose
(measured as a hose
lay) connected to a
fire hydrant with a
minimum flow rate of
600 litres per minute
and minimum
pressure of 200 kPa in
accordance with Table
2.2 and clause 2.3.3 of
AS 2419.1 2005 - Fire
hydrant installations.
A2 In areas that are not
serviced by reticulated
water by a Regional
Corporation or where
the requirements of
A1 (b) cannot be met:

The Bushfire Hazard
Complies
Management Plan states the
water supply is consistent
with the objective.

(a) the TFS or an
accredited person
certifies that, having
regard to the
objective, there is an
insufficient increase in
risk from bushfire to
warrant any specific
water supply
measures being
provided; or
(b) a bushfire hazard
management plan
certified by the TFS or
an accredited person
demonstrates that the
provision of water
supply for fire fighting
purposes is sufficient,
consistent with the
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objective, to manage
the risks to property
and lives in the event
of a bushfire; or
(c) it can be
demonstrated that:
(i) a static water
supply, dedicated to
fire fighting, will be
provided and that the
water supply has a
minimum capacity of
10 000 litres per
building area and is
connected to fire
hydrants; and
(ii) a proposed plan of
subdivision shows all
building areas to be
within reach of a
120m long hose
connected to a fire
hydrant, measured as
a hose lay, with a
minimum flow rate of
600 litres per minute
and minimum
pressure of 200 kPa;
or
(d) it can be
demonstrated that
each building area can
have, or have access
to, a minimum static
water supply of 10 000
litres that is:
(i) dedicated solely for
the purposes of fire
fighting; and
(ii) accessible by fire
fighting vehicles; and
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(iii) is within 3m of a
hardstand area.
E4 Road and Railway Assets Code
Scheme Standard

Comment

Assessment

E4.6.1 Use and road or rail infrastructure
A1 Sensitive use on or
within 50m of a
category 1 or 2
road…a railway or
future road or
railway…

The subject property is not
within 50m of a category 1
or 2 road, railway or future
road or railway.

Not applicable

A2 For roads with a speed
limit of 60km/h or less
the use must not
generate more than a
total of 40 vehicle
entry and exit
movements per day.

There is no change to the
number of vehicles for the
existing house access off
Pultney Street.

Complies

The Guide to Traffic
Generating Developments
states that the Daily Vehicle
Trips for a single dwelling is
9.

A3 For roads with a speed Not applicable
limit of more than
60km/h the use must
not increase the
annual average daily
traffic (AADT)
movements at the
existing access or
junction by more than
10%.
E4.7 Development Standards
E4.71 Development on and adjacent to Existing and Future Arterial Roads and
Railways
A1 The following must be
at least 50m from a
railway, a future road

The subject property is not
within 50m of a railway, a
future road or railway, and a
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or railway, and a
category 1 or 2 road.

category 1 or 2 road.

E4.7.2 Management of Road Accesses and Junctions
A1 For roads with a speed Each lot will have only 1
limit of 60km/h or less access per road frontage.
the development must
include only one
access providing both
entry and exit, or two
accesses providing
separate entry and
exit.

Complies

A2 For roads with a speed Not applicable
limit of more than
60km/h the
development must not
include a new access
or junction.
E4.7.3 Management of Rail Level Crossings
A1 Where land has access
across a railway.

The proposal does not
include access to a railway.

Not applicable

E4.7.4 Sight Distance at Accesses, Junctions and Level Crossings
Sight distances at
a) an access or
junction must comply
with the Safe
Intersection Sight
Distance shown in
Table E4.7.4; and

An access off East Goderich
Street would meet the sight
distance requirement.

Complies

b) rail level crossings
must comply with
AS1742.7 Manual of
uniform traffic control
devices - Railway
crossings, Standards
Association of
Australia; or
c) If the access is a
temporary access, the
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written consent of the
relevant authority has
been obtained.
E6 Car Parking and Sustainable Transport Code
Scheme Standard

Comment

Assessment

The house provides 2 car
parking spaces. The Balance
Lot is of a sufficient size to
accommodate 2 car parking
spaces.

Complies

E6.6.1 Car Parking Numbers
A1

A1 The number of
car parking spaces
must not be less
than the
requirements of:
a) Table E6.1; or…

E10 Recreation and Open Space Code
Scheme Standard

Comment

Assessment

E10.6.1 Provision of Public Open Space
A1 The application must:

Consent granted

Complies

include consent in
writing from the
General Manager that
no land is required for
public open space but
instead there is to be
a cash payment in lieu.

Performance Criteria
12.4.3.1 General Suitability
Objective:
The division and consolidation of estates and interests in land is to create lots
that are consistent with the purpose of the Low Density Residential Zone.
Performance Criteria 1
Each new lot on a plan must be suitable for use and development in an
arrangement that is consistent with the Zone Purpose, having regard to the
combination of:
a) slope, shape, orientation and topography of land;
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b) any established pattern of use and development;
c) connection to the road network;
d) availability of or likely requirements for utilities;
e) any requirement to protect ecological, scientific, historic,
cultural or aesthetic values; and
f) potential exposure to natural hazards.
COMMENT:
The proposed subdivision is for 2 lots. The subject title is an irregular
rectangular shaped lot, and as such, Lot 1 is an irregular square shaped lot
and Balance Lot is an irregular shaped lot. The proposed shape of the lots is
generally similar to surrounding lots in the residential area (see Figure 3
below).

Subject
Site

Figure 3: showing the subject site and the surrounding layout and shape of adjoining
residential land.

Currently there is an internal fence that separates the house (and the
associated private open space and outbuildings) with the paddock to the
western portion of the property. In the past, the paddock has been used to
keep pet horses. The proposed new boundary is located along this fence line.
Both Lot 1 has frontage and an existing access to Pultney Street. Balance Lot
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has frontages to both East Goderich and Pultney Streets.
Land to the west is zoned Light Industrial (see Figure 2 above). 9 East
Goderich Street contains a number of buildings and is used as an office for
Parks and Wildlife Service, grazing and for vehicle storage and repair. 11 East
Goderich Street also contains a number of buildings and the land is used for
the milling of craft wood (Planning Permit DA16\91), a gravel yard and a
workshop (see Photo 4 below).
Land to the south is zoned Low Density Residential and includes a small
residential lot at 31 Pultney Street and a small forestry operation fronting
Pultney Street (see Photo 4 below).

Residential

Industrial uses
Forestry

Photo 4: showing surrounding land use

The Local Area Objectives for Deloraine include:
a) Future subdivision will be determined on the basis of capacity for
servicing, access, any potential for natural hazards and potential for
conflict with adjoining land uses.
Council has not received any noise complaints from the surrounding
properties regarding the industrial/business activities at 9 and 11 East
Goderich Street. It is noted that neighbouring houses at 10 East Goderich
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Street and 31 Pultney Street are located at least 53m away from the Light
Industrial zone. The scheme provides, as an Acceptable Solution, for a future
dwelling on the Balance Lot to be within 3m of East Goderich Street boundary.
There is concern that any future development of a single dwelling in close
proximity to East Goderich Street may trigger land use conflict. In considering
a suitable buffer distance in this instance, it is noted that within the zone
provisions for the Light Industrial zone, the minimum setback distance
between an industrial use (without an attenuation distance) and a residential
use is 40m. The uses at 9 and 11 East Goderich Street do not require an
attenuation distance. As such, it is considered appropriate that a condition be
included that limits development of a habitable building for a sensitive use
within 40m of the Light Industrial zone. This condition would be administered
through a Part 5 Agreement (Section 71 agreement).

Figure 4: showing a potential Restricted Building Area, providing 40m separation from
the Light Industrial zoning.

NOTE: A Part 5 Agreement (Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993)
provides the ability for a restriction on use or development to be placed on
the property. The Part 5 Agreement is recorded on the property title.
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In considering a Restricted Building Area, it is noted that the amount of area
outside of this proposed Restrict Building Area is approximately 2,500m2. The
submitted Bushfire Hazard Management Plan shows an area noted as “No
Build Zone >120m from fireplug” located outside of the Restricted Building
Area. Considering the dimensions of the Balance Lot and the Bushfire Hazard
Management Plan, the area outside of the Restricted Building Area is
considered sufficiently large enough to accommodate a future dwelling and
meet the Acceptable Solutions for setbacks for the zone.
NOTE: The report concludes that “a small area of Lot 1 exceeds the 120m hose
lay limit from the nearest fireplugs and hence additional water supply will be
required if any future habitable buildings are proposed for this area”.
The Restricted Building Area would apply to habitable buildings for sensitive
uses only. As such, the restriction would not apply to garages/carports or
similar outbuildings. For development that would not require a planning
permit, Council’s Permit Authority considers Part 5 Agreements, as part of the
building permit process.
Recommended Conditions:
Prior to the sealing of the Final Plan of Survey, the following must be completed
to the satisfaction of Council:
A Section 71 agreement must be executed, that provides the following:
Development of a habitable building for a sensitive use on the Balance Lot is
not to occur within the identified Restricted Building Area and being the area
shown hatched on the plan annexed hereto and marked as Restricted Building
Area.
Once executed, the agreement must be lodged and registered in accordance
with Section 78 of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993.
All costs associated with preparing and registering the Agreement must be
borne by the applicant.
Combined with the recommendation above, the proposed subdivision is
consistent with the Objectives.

12.4.3.2 Lot Area, Building Envelopes and Frontage
Objective
To ensure:
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a) the area and dimensions of lots are appropriate for the zone; and
b) the conservation of natural values, vegetation and faunal habitats; and
c) the design of subdivision protects adjoining subdivision from adverse
impacts; and
d) each lot has road, access, and utility services appropriate for the zone.
Performance Criteria 1
Each lot for residential use must provide sufficient useable area and dimensions
to allow for:
a) a dwelling to be erected in a convenient and hazard free location; and
b) on-site parking and manoeuvrability; and
c) adequate private open space; and
d) reasonable vehicular access from the carriageway of the road to a building
area on the lot, if any; and
e) development that would not adversely affect the amenity of, or be out of
character with, surrounding development and the streetscape.
f) additional lots must not be located within the Low Density Residential
Zone at Hadspen, Pumicestone Ridge or Travellers Rest.
COMMENT:
Lot 1 is 2121m2 and the Balance Lot is 4225m2. Both lots are less than the
Acceptable Solution of 5000m2.
Lot 1
Lot 1 contains a house and outbuildings. The proposed configuration for Lot
1 results in the existing buildings meeting the Acceptable Solution for site
coverage and boundary setbacks.
The access to the house is contained within Lot 1. Car parking and
manoeuvring can all be managed on site. The house contains a garage
component.
The provision of private open space is inherently linked to site coverage. Lot 1
complies with the Acceptable Solution for site coverage – being less than 30%
coverage. The existing internal fence line separates the residential use from
the paddock. This internal fence denotes the proposed new boundary
between Lot 1 and the Balance Lot.
Balance Lot
The Balance Lot is of a size and shape to allow for the construction of a
dwelling that meets the Acceptable Solutions for setback and site coverage;
and provide an on-site waste water system.
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The proposed subdivision is for residential purposes, and if the land was to be
used for this purpose, it would be in keeping with the zone intent. Future
development would be assessed against the planning scheme’s provisions for
the Low Density Residential zone and all applicable Codes. The proposal is
considered in keeping with the Low Density Residential character of the
surrounding land.
Based on the above, the proposed subdivision is consistent with the
Objectives.
Performance Criteria 3
Lots that are not provided with reticulated water and sewerage services must
be:
a) in a locality for which reticulated services are not available or capable
of being connected; and
b) capable of accommodating an on-site wastewater management system.
COMMENT:
The subject land is not connected to a sewerage service. The existing house is
serviced by a septic tank and associated drainage fields.
Submitted documentation show a waste water absorption trench being
located 1.8m from the proposed new boundary. Council’s records for the
installation of the waste water system shows 2 trenches along the south-west
side of the house. The submitted documentation shows only 1 trench.
Council’s Environmental Health Officer undertook a site inspection and was
unable to determine if the existing system comprised of 1 or 2 trenches. As
such, Council cannot determine if the system is wholly within the boundary of
Lot 1 or not.
The Performance Criteria states that lots must be able to accommodate an
on-site waste water management system. As such, the waste water system for
the house must be wholly contained within Lot 1. With uncertainty on the
exact location of the absorption trenches, the proposed boundary between
Lot 1 and the Balance Lot must be relocated to provide an acceptable buffer
or alternatively, a waste water report prepared by a suitably qualified person
that identifies the exact location of the existing system and recommends an
alternative location of the boundary must be submitted.
The relocation of the proposed boundary a further 10m to the south-west is
considered minor in relation to the size and suitability of the Balance Lot for
residential use and development.
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Recommended Conditions:
Prior to the commencement of works, the following must be completed to the
satisfaction of Council:
Amended Subdivision Proposal Plan must be submitted for approval to the
satisfaction of Council’s Town Planner. When approved, the plan will be
endorsed and will then form part of the permit. The plan must be drawn to
scale with dimensions and must show:
The proposed boundary between Lot 1 and the Balance Lot being either:
A.
relocated a minimum 10m further to the south-west, or
B.
located in a lesser distance where indicated in a Waste Water report
prepared by a suitably qualified person taking into account the exact location of
the existing waste water system for Lot 1. The Waste Water report must be
submitted.
Combined with the recommendation above, the proposed subdivision is
consistent with the Objectives.

Representation
One representation was received (see attached documents). A summary of
the representation is as follows:
Our property, through pre-existing use, is effectively zoned as general
industrial and that has been recognised in previous correspondence from the
council. To avoid future problems it is essential that prospective buyers be
aware of that – we suggest that it should be noted on the new titles.
COMMENT:
The representation refers to a property at 11 East Goderich Street in
Deloraine. The matter of potential land use conflict between any future
residential use on the Balance Lot and the existing industrial use at 11 East
Goderich Street has been discussed above.
No further action required.
Conclusion
In conclusion, it is considered that the application for Subdivision (2 Lots)
generally complies with the standards of the Planning Scheme, can be
effectively managed by conditions and is recommended for approval.
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AUTHOR: Leanne Rabjohns
TOWN PLANNER
12) Recommendation
That the application for a Subdivision (2 lots) for land located at 41
Pultney Street, Deloraine (CT 20453/1) by 6ty0 P/L, requiring the
following discretions:



12.4.3.1 General Suitability
12.4.3.2 Lot Area, Building Envelopes and Frontage

be APPROVED, generally in accordance with the endorsed plans and
subject to the following conditions:
1.

The use and development must be carried out as shown and
described in the endorsed Plans:
a) 6ty0 P/L - Subdivision Proposal Plan – Project Number
14.230;
b) AK Consultants - Bushfire Hazard Management Report –
dated 29 January 2015 (v2);
to the satisfaction of the Council. Any other proposed
development and/or use will require a separate application to
and assessment by the Council.

2.

Except for with prior written consent of Council, covenants or
similar restrictive controls must not be included on the titles
created by this permit if they seek to prohibit any use provided
for in the Meander Valley Interim Planning Scheme.

3.

Prior to the commencement of works, the following must be
completed to the satisfaction of Council:
a) Amended Subdivision Proposal Plan must be submitted for
approval to the satisfaction of Council’s Town Planner. When
approved, the plan will be endorsed and will then form part of
the permit. The plan must be drawn to scale with dimensions
and must show:
I.

Vehicle access crossover for the Balance Lot (with distance
shown from the crossover to a boundary;
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II.

The proposed boundary between Lot 1 and the Balance Lot
being either:
i.
relocated a minimum 10m further to the south-west,
or
ii.
located in a lesser distance where indicated in a Waste
Water report prepared by a suitably qualified person
taking into account the exact location of the existing
waste water system for Lot 1. The Waste Water report
must be submitted to Council.

b) Detailed design drawings are to be submitted showing the
means of connection to Council’s stormwater mains, to the
satisfaction of Council’s Director of Infrastructure Services.
4.

Prior to the sealing of the Final Plan of Survey, the following must
be completed to the satisfaction of Council:
a) A Section 71 agreement must be executed, that provides the
following:
Development of a habitable building for a sensitive use on the
Balance Lot is not to occur within the identified Restricted
Building Area and being the area shown hatched on the plan
annexed hereto and marked as Restricted Building Area.
Once executed, the agreement must be lodged and registered
in accordance with Section 78 of the Land Use Planning and
Approvals Act 1993.
All costs associated with preparing and registering the
Agreement must be borne by the applicant.
b) The developer must pay Council $3661, a sum equivalent to
5% of the unimproved value of the approved lots.
c) The vehicular crossover servicing the Balance Lot must be
constructed and sealed in accordance with LGAT standard
drawing TSD-RO3-V1 and TSD-R04-V1 (attached) and to the
satisfaction of Council’s Director of Infrastructure Services.
d) All construction is to be completed in accordance with the
endorsed stormwater design drawings (as per Condition 3.b)
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above), to the satisfaction
Infrastructure Services.
5.

of

Council’s

Director

of

The development must be in accordance with TasWater’s
Submission to Planning Authority Notice (TWDA 2015/00224MVC) (attached document).
Note:
1. Please find enclosed a driveway crossover application form. This
form must be completed and returned to Council’s Infrastructure
Services prior to the construction of the crossover.
2. This permit does not imply that any other approval required under
any other by-law or legislation has been granted. At least the
following additional approvals may be required before construction
commences:
a) Building permit
b) Plumbing permit
3. This permit takes effect after:
a) The 14 day appeal period expires; or
b) Any appeal to the Resource Management and Planning Appeal
Tribunal is abandoned or determined; or.
c) Any other required approvals under this or any other Act are
granted.
4. This permit is valid for two (2) years only from the date of approval
and will thereafter lapse if the development is not substantially
commenced. A once only extension may be granted if a request is
received at least 6 weeks prior to the expiration date.
5. A planning appeal may be instituted by lodging a notice of appeal
with the Registrar of the Resource Management and Planning Appeal
Tribunal. A planning appeal may be instituted within 14 days of the
date the Corporation serves notice of the decision on the applicant.
For more information see the Resource Management and Planning
Appeal Tribunal website www.rmpat.tas.gov.au.
6. If any Aboriginal relics are uncovered during works;
a) All works are to cease within a delineated area sufficient to
protect the unearthed and other possible relics from destruction,
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b) The presence of a relic is to be reported to Aboriginal Heritage
Tasmania Phone: (03) 6233 6613 or 1300 135 513 (ask for
Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania Fax: (03) 6233 5555 Email:
aboriginal@heritage.tas.gov.au); and
c) The relevant approval processes will apply with state and federal
government agencies.

DECISION:
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TasWater

Phone: 13 6992
Fax: 1300 862 066
Web: www.taswater.com.au

Submission to Planning Authority Notice
Council
Planning Permit PA/15/0143
No.
TasWater details
TasWater
TWDA 2015/00224-MVC
Reference No.
TasWater
David Boyle
Contact
Response issued to

Council notice
18/02/2015
date

Date of response 20/02/2015
Phone No. 6345 6323

Council name MEANDER VALLEY COUNCIL
Contact details planning@mvc.tas.gov.au
Development details
Address 41 Pultney St, Deloraine

Property ID (PID)

6257982

Description of
Two lot subdivision
development
Schedule of drawings/documents
Prepared by

6ty°

Drawing/document No.

14.230

Revision No.
2

Date of Issue
20/01/2015

Conditions
Pursuant to the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 (TAS) Section 56P(1) TasWater imposes the
following conditions on the permit for this application:
CONNECTIONS, METERING
1.

A suitably sized water supply with metered connections to each lot of the development must be designed and
constructed to TasWater’s satisfaction and be in accordance with, TasWater’s metering policies any other
conditions in this permit.

2.

Any supply and installation of water meters and or installation of new property service connections must be
carried out by TasWater at the developer’s cost.

3.

Prior to commencing construction, a water meter must be installed, to the satisfaction of TasWater in
accordance with condition 2 where relevant.

ASSET CREATION & INFRASTRUCTURE WORKS
4.

Prior to the issue of a Consent to Register a Legal Document all additions, extensions, alterations or upgrades
to TasWater’s water infrastructure required to service the development, generally as shown on the concept
servicing plan “6ty° 14.230”, are to be at the expense of the developer and performed by Taswater to the
satisfaction of TasWater.

FINAL PLANS, EASEMENTS & ENDORSEMENTS
5.

Prior to the Sealing of the Final Plan of Survey, the developer must obtain a Consent to Register a Legal
Document from TasWater and the certificate must be submitted to the Council as evidence of compliance with
these conditions when application for sealing is made.

HEADWORKS CHARGES
ADVICE
If the final plan of survey is lodged with Council and practical completion for water and sewerage infrastructure
has been met for the relevant stage(s) in the period 1 April 2014 to 31 March 2016 the headworks amount(s)
will be waived in line with the prevailing State Government Policy. Please visit www.development.tas.gov.au
for further information.
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TasWater

Phone: 13 6992
Fax: 1300 862 066
Web: www.taswater.com.au

CONDITION
6.

Prior to TasWater issuing a Consent to Register Legal Document, the applicant or landowner as
the case may be, must pay a headworks charge of $2,501.86 to TasWater for water infrastructure
for 1.0 additional Equivalent Tenements, indexed as approved by the Economic Regulator from
the date of this Submission to Planning Authority Notice until the date it is paid to TasWater.

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT FEES
7.

The applicant or landowner as the case may be, must pay a development assessment and
Consent to register a Legal Document fee to TasWater for this proposal of:

8.

1. $284.80 for development assessment; and

9.

2. $154.00 for Consent to register a Legal Document
as approved by the Economic Regulator and the fees will be indexed as approved by the
Economic Regulator until the date they are paid to TasWater. The payment is required within 30
days of the issue of an invoice by TasWater which will be when the Consent to Register a Legal
Document is issued is made.

Advice
For information on TasWater development standards, please visit
http://www.taswater.com.au/Development/Development-Standards
For information regarding headworks, further assessment fees and other miscellaneous fees, please visit
http://www.taswater.com.au/Development/Fees---Charges
For detailed information on how headworks have been calculated for this development please contact the TasWater
contact as listed above.
For application forms please visit http://www.taswater.com.au/Development/Forms
The developer is responsible for arranging to locate existing TasWater infrastructure and clearly showing it on any
drawings. Existing TasWater infrastructure may be located by TasWater (call 136 992) on site at the developer’s
cost, alternatively a surveyor and/or a private contractor may be engaged at the developers cost to locate the
infrastructure.

Declaration
The drawings/documents and conditions stated above constitute TasWater’s Submission to Planning
Authority Notice.
If you need any clarification in relation to this document, please contact TasWater. Please quote the TasWater reference
number. Phone: 13 6992, Email: development@taswater.com.au

Authorised by

Jason Taylor
Development Assessment Manager
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MOLE CREEK COMMUNITY FACILITIES
1)

Introduction

The purpose of this report is for Council to confirm that it is committed to
assisting the Mole Creek community in initiatives that improve access and
use of community facilities.
2)

Background

Council considered a planning permit application from the Department of
Education to demolish a building in Mole Creek (PA\15\0188) at the August
Council meeting.
The application was to demolish an old school building and associated
structures (storage building and toilet block). The buildings are owned by
the Department of Education and are located on land managed as part of
the Mole Creek Primary School.
During the notification period Council received 13 representations from
community members objecting to the demolition.
Each of these representations put an argument for retaining and providing
an alternative community use for the building. A number of community
members approached Council to discuss the possibility of Council taking
over the management of the building.
Council Officers determined that an initial $110,000 investment would be
required to make the building habitable. Once the building was occupied,
ongoing maintenance, operational and insurance costs would be between
$5,000 and $10,000 annually.
Council discussed the matter at the June workshop. The discussion at the
workshop focused on the role that Council could play in supporting the
Mole Creek Community and utilising existing assets.
Following the workshop Council officers attended a Community meeting
held at the Mole Creek Memorial Hall on 1 July 2015. At the meeting a
number of different views emerged about the best use of community
resources and the possibility of prioritising investment in existing facilities.
The community itself discussed facilities that might best serve the Mole
Creek community.
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3)

Strategic/Annual Plan Conformance

Furthers the objectives of the Community Strategic Plan 2014 to 2024 in
particular:

4)

Future Direction 3: Vibrant and engaged communities
Policy Implications

Not Applicable
5)

Statutory Requirements

Not Applicable
6)

Risk Management

Not Applicable
7)

Consultation with State Government and other Authorities

Council officers have held discussions with the Department of Education
regarding the old school building.
8)

Community Consultation

Council Officers have attended Community meetings.
9)

Financial Impact

Not Applicable
10) Alternative Options
Council can elect to amend the recommendation in the report
11) Officers Comments
Council has looked at what would be required to take over responsibility for
the former school building. Council is not in a position to take on this
additional financial commitment.
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Council, however, would like to continue to support the local community
and community groups such as the Mole Creek Progress Association and
the Photography Club.
Council Officers see this happening in a number of ways:
 Administrative support and guidance for funding and grant
bids for projects
 Working with the local community to understand local
priorities
 Strongly encouraging the increased use of existing community
assets like the Memorial Hall
 Where
appropriate
contributing
to
upgrades
and
improvements of existing community assets
Council would like to continue to participate in the current discussions with
the local community and is encouraged by the initiative of the Mole Creek
community to work together to make decisions about the best use of
community resources.
AUTHOR: Martin Gill
DIRECTOR DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
12) Recommendation
It is recommended “that Council
1. continues work with the Mole Creek community initiatives that
identify community needs.
2. supports community initiatives that identify opportunities for
funding to develop existing community facilities.

DECISION:
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2015 COMMUNITY SATISFACTION SURVEY
1)

Introduction

The purpose of this report is for Council to receive and note the results of
the 2015 Community Satisfaction Survey carried out by Enterprise
Marketing and Research Services (EMRS).
2)

Background

Every two years the Local Government Association of Tasmania (LGAT)
conducts a statewide Community Satisfaction Survey. In addition, Council
conducted a further telephone survey of 300 Meander Valley local
government area residents during June 2015.
In the survey the types of services and activities were divided into 9 specific
areas and include some 35 individual elements.
Results for the Meander Valley local government area are presented in the
attached report alongside the Statewide LGAT benchmark to allow
comparisons to be made, while also identifying any significant demographic
variances within the 2015 data.
3)

Strategic/Annual Plan Conformance

Has a direct linkage to Council’s Community Strategic Plan future direction
(5) “Innovative leadership and community governance” and program 1.4.8
of the 2014-15 Annual Plan.
4)

Policy Implications

Not Applicable
5)

Statutory Requirements

Not Applicable
6)

Risk Management

Not Applicable
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7)

Consultation with State Government & other Authorities

Not Applicable
8)

Community Consultation

Public consultation has been carried out as part of the survey process with
300 Meander Valley local government area residents.
9)

Financial Impact

The cost of the additional Community Satisfaction Survey for Council was
$7,000 excluding GST.
10) Alternative Options
Not Applicable
11) Officers Comments
The average satisfaction score across all 9 areas of Meander Valley Council
activities was 71%, 1 percentage point higher than the 70% score recorded
for the statewide survey. This compares to an average satisfaction rate of
72% for Council and 69% statewide in the previous survey conducted by
EMRS in 2013.
When Meander Valley residents were specifically asked to provide an overall
satisfaction rating for their Council’s performance, the average score was
74%, higher by 4 percentage points than the average across the State as a
whole (70%).
It is recommended that Council receive and note the results of the survey
and the document be made available for download from Council’s website
and an article be included in the Meander Valley Gazette.
AUTHOR:

David Pyke
DIRECTOR GOVERNANCE & COMMUNITY SERVICES

12) Recommendation
It is recommended that Council receive and note the results of the 2015
Community Satisfaction Survey and that the survey results be
communicated to the public.
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DECISION:
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This report has been prepared by
Enterprise Marketing and Research Services Pty. Ltd.
60 Main Road, Moonah, 7009
All enquiries should be addressed to:
Samuel Paske
Chief Operations Director
PO Box 402
Moonah TAS 7009

July 2015

Phone: (03) 6211 1222
Fax: (03) 6211 1219
E-mail: sam.paske@emrs.com.au
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Executive Summary
1,240 residents were surveyed across all 29 Local Councils in 2015 as part of ongoing tracking research
designed to measure the satisfaction residents have with local Councils across Tasmania, and to produce
a Statewide benchmark against which Councils may wish to measure the satisfaction of their residents
with respect to the services they each provide.

This report presents the results of the separate survey commissioned by Meander Valley Council using
LGAT’s survey instrument. In the Meander Valley municipality, 300 residents were surveyed to measure
their satisfaction with Council.

Results for Meander Valley Council are presented in the report alongside the statewide LGAT benchmark
to allow comparisons to be made, while also identifying any significant demographic variances within the
2015 data.

Satisfaction Summary
The average satisfaction score across all 35 services was 71%, a marginal increase of 1 percentage point
from that recorded in the 2015 statewide research.

Those elements to receive the highest average satisfaction scores in Meander Valley were “staff being
friendly and polite” (84%), along with “staff having a professional attitude and presentation” and
“maintaining a clean and tidy town” (receiving 82% in each case).

Community Involvement
The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for community involvement was 60%, a decrease of
2 percentage points from the score recorded in the statewide results.

Residents in the Meander Valley round were most likely to be satisfied with “informing residents about
Councils activities” (66%) and least satisfied with “council lobbying on behalf of the community” (56%).

Planning and Development
The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for the element of planning and development was
60%, an increase of 2 percentage points compared to the statewide research.

Two additional planning and development elements were asked of the 60 residents that had direct
contact with their Council planning, development or building area in the past 12 months. Satisfaction
scores of 62% and 56% respectively were recorded for the areas of “planning and development decisions
as they apply to your development” and “the building approval process”.
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Roads, Footpaths and Traffic
The average satisfaction score recorded by Meander Valley residents for roads, footpaths and traffic was
68%, an increase of 6 percentage points compared to the statewide research. Residents in the current
round were most likely to be satisfied with “an efficient local road network” (72%, compared to 64%
statewide).

Waste Management
The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for waste management was 79%, an increase of 3
percentage points when compared to the statewide results. Residents were most likely to be satisfied
with “maintaining a clean and tidy city/town” (82%) and “recycling services” (80%).

Social and Community Services
The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for social and community services was 68%, and
was 4 points higher than the average satisfaction recorded across Tasmania in 2015.

Community Health and Safety
The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for community health and safety was 72%, down
one percentage point from the statewide research.

Similar to the statewide results, residents were most likely to be satisfied with “hygiene standards of
food outlets, restaurants and public facilities” (78%) and were similarly least satisfied with “stormwater
and flood control” (68%).

Recreation and Cultural Facilities and Business
The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for recreation and cultural facilities and business
was 75%, an increase of 3 percentage points compared to the statewide research with residents aged 75
years and over far more likely to be satisfied with the council’s performance on “parks and playgrounds”
(86%).

Direct Dealings with Council
30% of all those surveyed in the Meander Valley had been in direct contact with their local council within
the last 6 months, a decrease of 9 percentage points compared to the statewide research, while a
further 13% had done so within the last 12 months.

Method of Contact
Meander Valley results saw a higher percentage of residents opting to make contact with their Council
by telephone (58%, compared to 40% statewide) while 45% had opted to make contact “in person”
compared to 57% of the statewide sample.
2
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Reason for Contact
The predominant reasons for Meander Valley residents to make contact with their local council in the
last 12 months were in relation to the “building/ planning permit and queries” (26%) or for a matter
pertaining to “dog registration” (12%).

Other reasons mentioned by more than 5% of those to have made contact in this period included “rates/
taxes”, “rubbish/ recycling issues”, and “dog control issues”.

Satisfaction with Council Staff
The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for satisfaction with the council staff in dealing with
recent enquiries was 81%, a small decrease of 1 percentage point compared to the statewide research.

Residents were most likely to be satisfied with “staff being friendly and polite” and “staff having a
professional attitude and presentation” (84% and 82% respectively) and least satisfied with the “overall
handling of and response to your enquiry” (76%).

Satisfaction with Other Council Services
The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for satisfaction with other council services was 77%,
a slight decrease of 1 percentage point compared to the statewide research.

Residents were more likely to be satisfied with “being dealt with in a fair and impartial way” and “access
to and availability of council staff” (78% in each case).

Overall Satisfaction
When specifically asked to provide a rating, the overall level of satisfaction among respondents was 74%,
4 percentage points higher when compared to the statewide overall satisfaction.

Ratepayers and Value for Money
83% of residents surveyed in Meander Valley were ratepayers of the local Council, an increase of one
percentage point compared with the statewide survey.

The average score for value for money in the current round of research was 64%, an increase of two
percentage points compared to the statewide result of 62% in 2015.
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Areas for Improvement
Improving “roads, footpaths and traffic” was the primary area for improvement specified by Meander
Valley Council residents. “Community involvement” is similarly seen as the one of the areas where
improvement was most needed with 14% of residents nominating this while other areas mentioned
frequently included “waste management” and “planning and development” (10% in each case).

“Other” areas mentioned by respondents included 4% of residents stating their desire for their council to
“address outlying areas as well as main town”, along with mentions of “professional, efficient and
forward thinking council”, “rates/ fees”, and “sewerage and water”.

Best Aspects of Council
The areas or services considered as the best aspects of their local Council were the “customer service”
(20%), that their council was “performing well/ happy with progress” (11%), and “living in the area that
the council covers/ good place to live” (9%).

Council Direction
83% of all residents surveyed in Meander Valley believe their Council is currently heading in the right
direction; 39% stating “definitely” and 44% “probably” the right direction. This compares favourably to
the 77% of all those surveyed statewide that believe their Council is heading in the right direction.

Only 7% in total believed their Council was heading in the wrong direction while the remaining 10% were
unable to give a definitive response.

Council Involvement in Reform
The average importance score when residents were asked how important it is that their Council is
involved in reform discussions was 88%; this is the same as the score recorded for the statewide survey
in 2015.
53% of all those surveyed stated that it was “very important”, 26% gave a score of 4 out of 5 and only 5%
believed it was not important giving a score of either 1 or 2 out of 5. Those who reported that
involvement in reform discussions is important stated their main reason being that “council needs to
stay updated, informed and involved in discussion regardless of outcome” (36%).

Rate Rise or Service Cut Preference
Meander Valley Council residents were somewhat more likely to prefer a rate rise (45%), with 32%
preferring a cut in local services and the remaining 23% unable to give a definitive response.
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Consideration of Council Amalgamation
Almost half (49%) of Meander Valley Council respondents disagreed that the council should consider
amalgamating with a surrounding Council. 37% agreed that they should consider doing so, and the
remaining 13% were unable to give a definitive response.

Those that disagreed to amalgamation stated that the “council is doing well as it is” (34%), “the area
would be too large/ areas would get ignored” (21%), and that “services will suffer/ rates may rise” (16%).

Those who reported that they agree to council amalgamation stated their main reasons were “to reduce
duplication and waste/ share resources” (31%), “there are too many councils” (29%), and that “rates/
services may improve” (11%).

Consideration of Resource Sharing Arrangement
Almost three quarters (74%) of respondents agree that the Meander Valley Council should consider a
resource sharing agreement with neighbouring councils instead of amalgamating.

15% disagreed with this proposal while the remaining 11% were unable to give a definitive response
based on the information available.
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Section One – Introduction
The research in 2015 was commissioned to measure the satisfaction residents in the Meander Valley
municipality currently have with their Council with respect to the services it provides. Results were to be
presented alongside those gained in the 2015 research conducted across all 29 Councils in Tasmania,
allowing Meander Valley Council to make comparisons with the statewide benchmark.

1.1 Aims and Objectives
Research Aim
The purpose of the research was to administer a structured questionnaire to a representative sample of
the residents of the Meander Valley municipal council area and to measure the levels of satisfaction with
Council in its performance of services.

Research Objectives
The key objectives of the research were to:


Measure the level of satisfaction with various Council activities and services;



Measure overall satisfaction with the Meander Valley Council;



Gather data on the community’s perceived level of importance of local government reform; and



Understand areas for improvement and priority for the Meander Valley Council in the future.

1.2 Methodology
Research Methodology
EMRS used Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI) to collect the data. The survey was
administered to a sample of 300 Tasmanian adult residents in the Meander Valley municipal council
area. The data was collected from our Moonah call centre where interviewers are trained to national
specifications and operate within a quality-controlled interviewing environment. The data was collected
in June of 2015.

As in the past, the major part of the survey has been to find out how satisfied Meander Valley residents
are with the way in which their local Council provides the range of services, and to provide a comparison
with the overall scores recorded for the Councils statewide.

The types of services have been divided into 9 areas spanning the broad divisions of property services,
community services and interaction with the Council. In all, some 35 elements were included in these 9
areas ranging from “Household Garbage Collection” to “Access to and availability of Council staff”.

The questionnaire in its CATI form is Appendix A of this Report.
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Sampling Error
As with all quantitative research, it must be remembered that all sample surveys are subject to sampling
variation. The sampling variation depends largely on the number of respondents interviewed and the
way the sample is selected. In theory, with a sample size of 300 respondents, in this research we can say
with 95% certainty that the results have a statistical accuracy of +/- 5.6 percentage points compared to
the results that would have been obtained if the entire population had been surveyed.

The report contains tables showing the responses segmented by demographic groupings to ascertain
whether there are any significant subgroup variations. Statistically significant variations emerge based on
a sufficiently large subgroup sample size and the variation being significantly beyond the margin of error.

Results within the demographic subgroup that are significantly higher have been highlighted blue in the
tables, while those that are significantly lower have been highlighted lilac.

Sample Weighting and Quotas
To ensure accurate representation of age and gender, the data has been weighted to the 2011 ABS
population statistics. This ensures a more accurate representation of the target population. Quotas
were put into place for age and gender.

1.3 Measuring Overall Satisfaction
The Average Satisfaction score shown in Table 2 and Table 3 is a measure of how satisfied residents in
the Meander Valley municipality are with the level of Council services provided in the 9 areas and the 35
elements in those 9 areas, taken as a whole.

In addition, a single question was asked to determine the overall satisfaction that Meander Valley
residents had with the services provided by their local council.
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1.4 The People Interviewed
The following table shows the percentage of each demographic group in the Meander Valley Council
survey.

Table 1 – The People Interviewed
(Percentage of those in each demographic group)*†
Demographic Group
Total
Age
18 to 24 years
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years
55 to 64 years
65 to 74 years
75 years or over
Gender
Male
Female
Employment Status
Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Unemployed
Student
Home duties
Retired/ pension

Meander Valley 2015
Percentage
(n=300)
100

Household Income
Under $20,000
$20,000 but under $40,000
$40,000 but under $60,000
$60,000 but under $80,000
$80,000 but under $100,000
$100,000 and over
Refused
Household Situation
Single – living alone
Couple – living alone
Share house
Family – children under 18
Family – children over 18
Refused
Ownership Status
Owner
Renter

2
5
16
19
28
14
15
44
56
40
18
4
4
5
28
13
23
10
12
12
16
14
18
42
1
23
13
1
89
10

*Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding.
†Percentages are unweighted.
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Section Two – Satisfaction with Council Services
2.1 Satisfaction Summary
35 services and activities were measured to understand how satisfied the Meander Valley community
was with the delivery of each of these by their Local Council. The activities and services have been
ranked by the Meander Valley results, from the highest average satisfaction score to the lowest.

Table 2 – Summary of Council Services Satisfaction
(Average satisfaction score)
Council Services and Activities
Staff being friendly and polite
Staff having a professional attitude and presentation
Maintaining a clean and tidy city/town
Recycling services (includes kerbside recycling and depots)
Sportsgrounds and recreational facilities in area
The appearance of public areas in general in Council
Household garbage collection
Being dealt with in a fair and impartial way
Hygiene standards of food outlets, restaurants and public facilities
Access to and availability of Council staff
Parks and playgrounds
Overall handling of, and response to your enquiry
Access to relevant Council information
Operation of local tip and transfer stations
Council immunisation programs
An efficient local road network (traffic flow)
Services and programs provided specifically for older people
Average Satisfaction
Community and cultural facilities like halls, museums and galleries
Tourism and visitor information services
Council support for other community groups and organisations
Dog control
Community and cultural activities like markets, music events,
theatre events and sports events
Services & programs provided for particular sections of the
community
Stormwater and flood control
Roadside slashing and weed control
Safe and well maintained local roads
Informing residents about Councils activities
Safe and well maintained pedestrian areas
Services and programs provided specifically for young people
Planning and development decisions as they apply to your
development
Contact with Councillors/Aldermen to discuss a matter of concern
to you
Council lobbying on behalf of the community
Planning and development decisions generally
Opportunities for involving residents in local decision making
The building approval process

LGAT
2015

Meander
Valley

84
84
74
78
78
74
80
80
76
78
76
78
76
72
78
64
64
70
70
66
70
70
70

84
82
82
80
80
80
78
78
78
78
78
76
76
74
72
72
72
71
70
70
70
70
70

64

68

68
62
60
68
62
58
54

68
68
66
66
66
62
62

62

60

60
58
58
52

60
60
58
56
9
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Those elements to receive the highest average satisfaction scores in Meander Valley were “staff being
friendly and polite” (84%), and “staff having a professional attitude and presentation” and “maintaining a
clean and tidy town” (receiving 82% in each case). “Recycling services including kerbside and depots”,
“sportsgrounds and recreational facilities in the area” and “the appearance of public areas in general” all
received 80%.

The average satisfaction score across all 35 services was 71%, a small increase of 1 percentage point
from that recorded in the statewide research.
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The table below presents the average satisfaction scores for each of the 9 areas of Council services and
activities ranked by the Meander Valley results, from the highest average satisfaction score to the
lowest.

Table 3 – Summary of Council Service Areas Satisfaction
(Average satisfaction score)
Council Service Area

LGAT 2015

Meander
Valley

Council Staff

82

81

Waste Management

76

79

Other Council Services

78

77

Recreation and Cultural Facilities and Business

72

75

Community Health and Safety

73

72

Average Satisfaction

70

71

Social and Community Services

64

68

Roads, Footpaths and Traffic

62

68

Community Involvement

62

60

Planning and Development

58

60

In the Meander Valley, average satisfaction was highest in the area of “Council Staff” (81%), followed by
“Waste Management” and “Other Council Services” (79% and 77% respectively). Five of the areas
recorded average satisfaction scores of more than 71% and were thus ranked above the average score
recorded across all nine areas.

“Planning and Development” received the lowest satisfaction score (60%), as was also the case in the
statewide research.
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2.2 Community Involvement
All respondents were asked to give a satisfaction score on four elements relating to community
involvement, being:


Informing residents about Council's activities via websites, newsletters, brochures and
publications,



Opportunities for involving residents in local decision making including community consultation
and engagement



Contact with Councillors/Aldermen to discuss a matter of concern to you, and



Council lobbying on behalf of the community.

Chart 1 – Satisfaction with Community Involvement
(Average satisfaction score)
100
90
80
70

68%

66%
62%

60

58%

58%

60%

60%
56%

50
40
30
20
10
0
Informing residents about Opportunities for involving
Council's activities
residents in local decision
making
LGAT (n=1,240)

Contact with
Councillors/Aldermen

Council lobbying on behalf
of the community

Meander Valley (n=300)

The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for community involvement was 60%, a decrease
of 2 percentage points from the score recorded in the statewide results.

Residents in the Meander Valley round were most likely to be satisfied with “informing residents about
Councils activities” (66%) and least satisfied with “council lobbying on behalf of the community” (56%).
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Table 4 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 4 – Satisfaction with Community Involvement
(Average satisfaction score in each demographic group)
Demographic Group

Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

Informing
residents about
Councils
activities

Contact with
Councillors/
Aldermen

Council lobbying
on behalf of the
community

66

Opportunities
for involving
residents in
local decision
making
58

60

60

68
64

58
60

58
64

58
62

60
70
62
62
66
66
76

48
60
62
56
60
54
66

52
64
62
56
62
58
72

60
66
58
62
60
50
68

66
68

58
58

60
62

60
66
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2.3 Planning and Development
All respondents were asked to give a satisfaction score on one general element relating to planning and
development while those who have had direct contact with council in the past twelve months were
asked to score a further two elements, being:


Planning and development decisions generally,



Planning and development decisions as they apply to your development, and



The building approval process.

Chart 2 – Satisfaction with Planning and Development
(Average satisfaction score)
100
90
80
70
60

58%

62%

60%

56%

54%

52%

50
40
30
20
10
0
Planning and development
decisions generally

Planning and development
decisions as they apply to your
development

LGAT 2015 (n=1,240)

The building approval process

Meander Valley (n=300)

The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for the element of planning and development
was 60%, an increase of 2 percentage points compared to the statewide research.

Two additional planning and development elements were asked of the 60 residents that had direct
contact with their Council planning, development or building area in the past 12 months.

Satisfaction scores of 62% and 56% respectively were recorded for the areas of “planning and
development decisions as they apply to your development” and “the building approval process”.
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Table 5 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 5 – Satisfaction with Planning and Development
(Average satisfaction score in each demographic group)
Demographic Group

Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

Planning and
development
decisions generally

The building approval
process

60

Planning and
development decisions
as they apply to your
development
62

58
62

62
60

54
60

58
68
52
62
60
58
68

82
42
62
64
62
-

74
46
50
62
60
-

58
70

60
74

56
72

56
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2.4 Roads, Footpaths and Traffic
All respondents were asked to give a satisfaction score on four elements relating to roads, footpaths and
traffic, being:


Safe and well maintained local roads,



Safe and well maintained pedestrian areas such as footpaths and walkways,



An efficient local road network including traffic management and flow , and



Roadside slashing and weed control.

Chart 3 – Satisfaction with Roads, Footpaths and Traffic
(Average satisfaction score)
100
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72%
70
60

66%
60%

66%
62%

68%
64%

62%

50
40
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20
10
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An efficient local road
network

Roadside slashing and
weed control

Meander Valley (n=300)

The average satisfaction score recorded by Meander Valley residents for roads, footpaths and traffic
was 68%, an increase of 6 percentage points compared to the statewide research.

Residents in the current round were most likely to be satisfied with “an efficient local road network”
(72%, compared to 64% statewide).
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Table 6 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 6 – Satisfaction with Roads, Footpaths and Traffic
(Average satisfaction score in each demographic group)
Demographic Group

Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

Safe and well
maintained
local roads

An efficient
local road
network
(traffic flow)
72

Roadside
slashing and
weed control

66

Safe and well
maintained
pedestrian
areas
66

62
70

66
68

70
76

66
70

68
66
62
62
68
72
78

70
72
66
60
68
66
72

72
80
74
68
74
72
74

62
78
62
66
66
68
80

66
74

66
72

72
76

68
68

68

Meander Valley residents aged 75 years and over were far more likely to be satisfied with their council’s
performance on “safe and well maintained local roads” and “roadside slashing and weed control” (78%
and 80% respectively).
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2.5 Waste Management
All respondents were asked to give a satisfaction score on four elements relating to waste management,
being:


Household garbage collection,



Recycling services including kerbside recycling and depots,



Operation of local tip and transfer stations, and



Maintaining a clean and tidy city/town.

Chart 4 – Satisfaction with Waste Management
(Average satisfaction score)
100
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80%
80

78%

78%

82%

80%
72%

74%

74%
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40
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LGAT 2015 (n=1,240)

Operation of local tip and
transfer stations

Maintaining a clean and
tidy city/town

Meander Valley (n=300)

The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for waste management was 79%, an increase of 3
percentage points when compared to the statewide results.

Residents were most likely to be satisfied with “maintaining a clean and tidy city/town” (82%) and
“recycling services” (80%).
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Table 7 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 7 – Satisfaction with Waste Management
(Average satisfaction score in each demographic group)

Demographic Group

Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

Household
garbage
collection

Operation of
local tip and
transfer
stations

Maintaining a
clean and tidy
city/town

78

Recycling
services
(includes
kerbside
recycling and
depots)
80

74

82

74
84

76
82

72
78

82
82

58
80
70
76
84
90
92

62
84
70
84
80
84
90

72
76
72
74
76
80
84

84
84
82
78
80
86
84

78
80

78
82

74
78

80
86

Meander Valley residents aged 75 years and over were far more likely to be satisfied with their council’s
performance with “household garbage collection” (92%) particularly when compared to all other age
groups.
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2.6 Social and Community Services
All respondents were asked to give a satisfaction score on four elements relating to social and
community services, being:


Disadvantaged support services generally including for older people, people with a disability,
indigenous and ethnic multicultural groups,



Services and programs provided specifically for older people aged 65 years and over,



Services and programs provided specifically for young people aged 12 to 24 years, and



Council support for other community groups and organisations, such as sporting clubs,
volunteer groups, and arts and culture.

Chart 5 – Satisfaction with Social and Community Services
(Average satisfaction score)
100
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70%
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Council support for other
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The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for social and community services was 68%, an
increase of 4 percentage points from the statewide research.
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Table 8 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 8 – Satisfaction with Social and Community Services
(Average satisfaction score in each demographic group)
Demographic Group

Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

Services and
programs
provided for
particular
sections of the
community
68

Services and
programs
provided
specifically for
older people

Services and
programs
provided
specifically for
young people

Council support
for other
community
groups and
organisations

72

62

70

66
68

74
70

62
62

68
70

78
72
70
58
68
66
72

80
82
76
66
70
68
68

64
66
58
64
58
60
64

56
74
68
66
72
70
76

66
74

70
76

60
70

70
68
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2.7 Community Health and Safety
All respondents were asked to give a satisfaction score on four elements relating to community health
and safety, these being:


Hygiene standards of food outlets, restaurants and public facilities,



Council immunisation programs,



Dog control, and



Stormwater and flood control.

Chart 6 – Satisfaction with Community Health and Safety
(Average satisfaction score)
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The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for community health and safety was 72%, down
one percentage point from the statewide research.

Similar to the statewide research, residents were most likely to be satisfied with “hygiene standards of
food outlets, restaurants and public facilities” (78%) and were similarly least satisfied with “stormwater
and flood control” (68%).
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Table 9 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 9 – Satisfaction with Community Health and Safety
(Average satisfaction score in each demographic group)
Demographic Group

Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

Hygiene
standards of
food outlets,
restaurants
and public
facilities
78

Council
immunisation
programs

Dog control

Stormwater
and flood
control

72

70

68

76
80

68
76

68
74

68
70

80
84
78
76
78
78
84

54
82
74
68
72
78
86

60
78
70
70
72
68
70

64
70
64
64
68
74
80

78
82

72
72

70
74

70
64
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2.8 Recreation and Cultural Facilities and Business
All respondents were asked to give a satisfaction score on six elements relating to recreation and cultural
facilities and business, these being:


Sportsgrounds in the council area,



Parks and playgrounds,



The appearance of public areas in general,



Community and cultural facilities like halls, museums and galleries,



Community and cultural activities like markets, music events, theatre events and sports events,
and



Tourism and visitor information services.

Chart 7 – Satisfaction with Recreation and Cultural Facilities and Business
(Average satisfaction score)
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The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for recreation and cultural facilities and business
was 75%, an increase of 3 percentage points compared to the statewide research.
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Table 10 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 10 – Satisfaction with Recreation and Cultural Facilities and Business
(Average satisfaction score in each demographic group)
Demographic Group

Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

Sportsgrounds
in the council
area

Parks and
playgrounds

Community
and cultural
facilities

Community
and cultural
activities

78

Appearance
of public
areas in
general
80

70

70

Tourism and
visitor
information
services
70

80
78
80

76
78

80
82

68
72

70
70

68
72

88
84
72
78
78
76
88

62
84
74
80
80
76
86

76
84
80
78
80
80
84

60
78
68
68
72
72
76

72
76
66
68
72
66
70

68
78
70
64
70
70
76

78
86

78
76

80
84

70
72

68
78

70
72

Meander Valley residents aged 75 years and over were far more likely to be satisfied with their council’s
performance on “parks and playgrounds” (86%).
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Section Three – Customer Service
3.1 Direct Dealings with Council
All respondents were then asked:
When did you last have direct dealings with your Local Council?

Chart 8 – Last Direct Dealing with Local Council
(Percentage of respondents)*
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*Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding.

30% of all those surveyed in the Meander Valley had been in direct contact with their local council within
the last 6 months, a decrease of 9 percentage points compared to the statewide research, while a
further 13% had done so within the last 12 months.
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Table 11 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 11 – Last Direct Dealing with Local Council
(Percentage of respondents in each demographic group)*
Demographic Group

Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

Within the
last 6
months
30

6-12
months ago

Never had
direct
dealings
20

Can’t recall

13

More than
12 months
ago
32

28
32

14
12

38
26

15
25

5
5

37
22
42
39
28
24

13
22
19
12
9
7

18
26
38
24
34
39
44

82
12
16
12
9
16
21

13
2
4
6
8
4

33
16

16
1

33
24

13
52

5
6

5

*Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding.

Current ratepayers in Meander Valley were far less likely than those who are not ratepayers to have
“never had direct dealings” with their local council (13% and 52% respectively).
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3.2 Method of Contact
All respondents who had contact with their Local Council were then asked:
What was the method of contact you had for the most recent contact you had with Council?

Chart 9 – Method of Contact for Last Dealing with Local Council
(Percentage of respondents who contacted Council)*
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*Percentages do not sum to 100 due to multiple responses given.

Meander Valley results saw a higher percentage of residents opting to make contact with their Council
by telephone (58%, compared to 40% statewide) while 45% had opted to make contact “in person”
compared to 57% of the statewide sample.
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Table 12 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 12 – Method of Contact for Last Dealing with Local Council
(Percentage of respondents who contacted council in each demographic group)*
Demographic Group
Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

In person

By telephone

Email

Letter

45

58

13

4

42
58

56
59

12
14

5
3

57
36
44
45
56
43

100
66
54
63
55
46
53

17
20
12
13
9
3

9
4
3
6
5

43
67

60
40

13
10

4
-

*Percentages do not sum to 100 due to multiple responses given.
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3.3 Reason for Contact
All respondents who have had contact with their Local Council were then asked:
What was the contact about?

Chart 10 – Reason for Contacting Local Council
(Percentage of respondents who contacted Council)*

19%
Building/ planning permit and queries
26%
9%
Dog registration/ information
12%
14%
Rates/ taxes
11%
8%
Rubbish/ recycling issues
7%
5%
Dog control issues
5%
10%
Other
9%
0

10
LGAT 2015 (n=1,044)

20

30

40

Meander Valley (n=238)

*Reasons mentioned by less than 5% of Meander Valley respondents have not been included in the chart and
therefore the percentages do not sum to 100.

The predominant reasons for Meander Valley residents to make contact with their local council in the
last 12 months were in relation to the “building/ planning permit and queries” (26%) or for a matter
pertaining to “dog registration” (12%).

Other reasons mentioned by more than 5% of those to have made contact in this period included “rates/
taxes”, “rubbish/ recycling issues”, and “dog control issues”.
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3.4 Satisfaction with Council Staff
All respondents to have contacted their Local Council were asked to give a satisfaction score on three
elements relating to their satisfaction with Council staff from their last direct dealing, namely:


Staff being friendly and polite,



Staff having a professional attitude and presentation, and



Overall handling of, and response to your enquiry.

Chart 11 – Satisfaction with Council Staff
(Average satisfaction score)
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82%
78%
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76%

70
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50
40
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20
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0
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LGAT 2015 (n=1,044)

Overall handling of, and response
to your enquiry

Meander Valley (n=238)

The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for satisfaction with the council staff in dealing
with recent enquiries was 81%, a small decrease of 1 percentage point compared to the statewide
research.

Residents were most likely to be satisfied with “staff being friendly and polite” and “staff having a
professional attitude and presentation” (84% and 82% respectively) and least satisfied with the “overall
handling of and response to your enquiry” (76%).
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Table 13 is segmented by gender, age group, ratepayer status and method of contacting council to
ascertain whether there are any significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 13 – Satisfaction with Council Staff
(Average satisfaction score in each demographic group)
Demographic Group

Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No
Method of Contacting Council
In person
By telephone
Email
Letter

Staff being friendly
and polite
84

Staff having a
professional attitude
and presentation
82

Overall handling of,
and response to your
enquiry
76

80
88

80
86

72
82

80
78
82
82
88
88
88

80
78
78
82
88
86
88

80
72
70
78
84
76
80

84
90

82
84

76
88

84
82
84
54

82
82
82
56

76
74
74
48

Females in Meander Valley were more likely than their male counterparts to be satisfied with “overall
handling of, and response to your enquiry” by their local council (82% compared to 72% of males).
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3.5 Satisfaction with Other Council Services
All respondents to have had dealings with Council were then asked to give a satisfaction score on three
elements relating to their satisfaction with other Council services, these being:


Access to availability of Council staff,



Access to relevant Council information, and



Being dealt with in a fair and impartial way.

Chart 12 – Satisfaction with Other Council Services
(Average satisfaction score)
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78%
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70
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The average satisfaction score recorded by residents for satisfaction with other council services was
77%, a slight decrease of 1 percentage point compared to the statewide research.

Residents were more likely to be satisfied with “being dealt with in a fair and impartial way” and “access
to and availability of council staff” (78% in each case).
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Table 14 is segmented by gender, age group, ratepayer status and method of contacting council to
ascertain whether there are any significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 14 – Satisfaction with Other Council Services
(Average satisfaction score in each demographic group)
Demographic Group

Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No
Method of Contacting Council
In person
By telephone
Email
Letter

Access to and
availability of
Council staff
78

Access to relevant
Council information
76

Being dealt with in a
fair and impartial
way
78

74
84

70
80

74
84

80
82
72
76
82
84
82

80
70
70
78
80
78
78

80
70
78
78
86
80
80

78
80

76
84

78
86

78
78
80
66

74
76
74
62

78
78
80
42
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Section Four – Overall Satisfaction
4.1 Overall Satisfaction
All respondents were then asked:
On balance, for the last 12 months, how satisfied are you with the performance of your Council?
Not just on one or two issues, but overall across all responsibility areas.

Chart 13 – Overall Satisfaction with Local Council
(Average satisfaction score)
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74%
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When specifically asked to provide a rating, the overall level of satisfaction among respondents was
74%, 4 percentage points higher when compared to the statewide overall satisfaction.
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Table 15 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 15 – Overall Satisfaction with Local Council
(Average satisfaction score in each demographic group)
Demographic Group
Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

Overall
Satisfaction
74
62
76
72
78
68
72
76
76
78
72
80
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4.2 Ratepayers
All respondents were then asked:
Are you a ratepayer of your Local Council?

Chart 14 – Ratepayer of Local Council
(Percentage of respondents)
100
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83%

82%
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18%
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17%
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Meander Valley (n=300)

83% of residents surveyed in Meander Valley were ratepayers of the local Council, an increase of one
percentage point compared with the statewide survey.
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Table 16 is segmented by gender and age group to ascertain whether there are any significant subgroup
variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 16 – Ratepayer of Local Council
(Percentage of respondents in each demographic group)
Demographic
Group
Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+

Ratepayer

Not a
ratepayer

83

17

88
78

12
22

36
70
92
95
90
86
85

64
30
8
5
10
14
15

*Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding
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4.3 Value for Money
All respondents classified as ratepayers were then asked:
Thinking about what your household pays in rates and other Council charges, how would you
rate the services provided by your local Council in terms of value for money on a scale of 1 to 5,
where 5 is “excellent value” and 1 is “very poor value”?

Chart 15 – Value for Money Provided by Local Council
(Percentage of respondents who are ratepayers)*
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40
36%
33%
31%
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27%

20

17%
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11%
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2

1 - Very poor
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Unsure

Meander Valley (n=263)

*Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding.

The average score for value for money in the current round of research was 64%, an increase of two
percentage points compared to the statewide result of 62% in 2015.
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4.4 Areas for Improvement
All respondents were asked:
In your own words please tell me, what does your Council most need to do to improve its
performance? It could be about any issues or services we have covered in the survey or it could
be about something else altogether.

Table 18 – Main Areas for Improvement
(Percentage of respondents)*
Area for Improvement

LGAT 2015

Roads, footpaths and traffic
Community involvement
Waste management
Planning and development
Recreational and cultural facilities & business
Customer service
Community health and safety
Social and community services
Other
None

18
14
11
5
5
2
3
2
24
16

Meander
Valley
17
14
10
10
5
4
2
1
20
18

*Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding.

Improving “roads, footpaths and traffic” was the primary area for improvement specified by Meander
Valley Council residents. “Community involvement” is similarly seen as the one of the areas where
improvement was most needed with 14% of residents nominating this while other areas mentioned
frequently included “waste management” and “planning and development” (10% in each case).

“Other” areas mentioned by respondents included 4% of residents stating their desire for their council to
“address outlying areas as well as main town”, along with mentions of “professional, efficient and
forward thinking council”, “rates/ fees”, and “sewerage and water”.
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4.5 Best Aspects of Council
All respondents were asked:
What is the best thing about your Council? Once again it could be about any of the issues or
services we have covered in this survey or it could be about something else altogether.

Chart 16 – Best Aspects of Local Council
(Percentage of respondents)*
18%

Customer service

20%
14%

Perform well/ happy with progress
11%
6%

Clean and tidy

10%
4%

Living in the area that council
covers/ good place to live

9%
8%

Cultural and arts involvement
5%
5%

Other

8%
23%

Nothing/ unsure

24%
0

10
LGAT 2015 (n=1,240)

20

30
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*Reasons mentioned by less than 5% of Meander Valley respondents have not been included in the chart and
therefore the percentages do not sum to 100.

The areas or services considered as the best aspects of their local Council were the “customer service”
(20%), that their council was “performing well/ happy with progress” (11%), and “living in the area that
the council covers/ good place to live” (9%).
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Section Five – Council Direction and Reform
5.1 Council Direction
All respondents were then asked:
So, would you say your Council is generally heading in the right direction or wrong direction?

Chart 17 - Council Direction
(Percentage of respondents)
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83% of all residents surveyed in Meander Valley believe their Council is currently heading in the right
direction; 39% stating “definitely” and 44% “probably” the right direction. This compares favourably to
the 77% of all those surveyed statewide that believe their Council is heading in the right direction.

Only 7% in total believed their Council was heading in the wrong direction while the remaining 10% were
unable to give a definitive response.
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Table 19 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 19 – Council Direction
(Percentage of respondents in each demographic group)
Demographic Group
Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

TOTAL Right
direction

TOTAL Wrong
Direction

Don’t
know

83

7

10

84
82

8
7

8
11

85
80
83
83
83
81
87

13
5
7
9
12
4

15
7
13
10
7
7
9

83
86

9
-

9
14

*Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding.
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5.2 Council Involvement in Reform
All respondents were then asked:
You may be aware that local government reform is currently being spoken about. On a scale of 1
to 5, where 5 is "very important" and 1 is "not important at all", how important do you think it is
that your Council is involved in discussions about reform of your local council area?

Chart 17 – Importance of Involvement in Reform Discussions
(Percentage of respondents)
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The average importance score when residents were asked how important it is that their Council is
involved in reform discussions was 88%; this is the same as the score recorded for the statewide
survey in 2015.
53% of all those surveyed stated that it was “very important”, 26% gave a score of 4 out of 5 and only 5%
believed it was not important giving a score of either 1 or 2 out of 5.
Those who reported that involvement in reform discussions is important stated their main reason being
that “council needs to stay updated, informed and involved in discussion regardless of outcome” (36%).
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Table 20 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 20 – Importance of Involvement in Reform Discussions
(Average importance score in each demographic group)
Demographic Group
Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

Average Importance
Score
88
86
88
86
80
88
90
90
86
88
88
80
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5.3 Rate Rise or Service Cut Preference
All respondents were then asked:
If you had to choose, would you prefer to see Council rate rises to improve local services or
would you prefer to see cuts in Council services to keep rates at the same level as they are now?

Chart 18 - Rate Rises or Service Cuts
(Percentage of respondents)
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Meander Valley Council residents were somewhat more likely to prefer a rate rise (45%), with 32%
preferring a cut in local services and the remaining 23% unable to give a definitive response.
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Table 21 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 21 – Rate Rises or Service Cuts
(Percentage of respondents in each demographic group)*
Demographic Group
Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

Prefer Rates
to Rise

Prefer Cuts in Local
Services

Don’t
know

45

32

23

42
48

38
27

20
26

82
56
40
41
36
36
44

18
24
36
44
32
34
22

20
24
16
32
31
34

40
66

36
13

23
20

*Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding.
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5.4 Consideration of Council Amalgamation
All respondents were then asked:
Do you agree or disagree that Meander Valley Council should consider amalgamating with a
surrounding council?

Chart 19 - Consideration of Council Amalgamation
(Percentage of respondents)*
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*Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding.

Almost half (49%) of Meander Valley Council respondents disagreed that the council should consider
amalgamating with a surrounding Council. 37% agreed that they should consider doing so, and the
remaining 13% were unable to give a definitive response.

Those that disagreed to amalgamation stated that the “council is doing well as it is” (34%), “the area
would be too large/ areas would get ignored” (21%), and that “services will suffer/ rates may rise” (16%).

Those who reported that they agree to council amalgamation stated their main reasons were “to reduce
duplication and waste/ share resources” (31%), “there are too many councils” (29%), and that “rates/
services may improve” (11%).
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Table 22 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 22 – Consideration of Council Amalgamation
(Percentage of respondents in each demographic group)*
Demographic Group
Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

TOTAL Agree

TOTAL Disagree

Don’t know

37

49

13

41
35

47
51

13
14

22
37
33
53
42
30
27

78
54
41
31
50
58
57

9
26
17
9
12
16

41
17

45
73

14
11

*Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding.
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5.5 Consideration of Resource Sharing Arrangement
All respondents were then asked:
Do you agree or disagree that Meander Valley Council should consider a resource sharing
arrangement with neighbouring councils instead of amalgamating?

Chart 20 - Consideration of Resource Sharing Arrangement
(Percentage of respondents)
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Almost three quarters (74%) of respondents agree that the Meander Valley Council should consider a
resource sharing agreement with neighbouring councils instead of amalgamating.

15% disagreed with this proposal while the remaining 11% were unable to give a definitive response
based on the information available.
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Table 23 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 23 – Consideration of Resource Sharing Agreement
(Percentage of respondents in each demographic group)*
Demographic Group
Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

TOTAL
Agree

TOTAL
Disagree

Don’t know

74

15

11

74
75

19
12

7
14

81
93
61
71
70
80
78

19
20
17
17
15
14

7
19
12
13
6
8

75
71

14
21

11
8

*Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding.
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Section Six – Additional Information
6.1 Length of Time in the Council Area
Finally, all respondents were asked:
Approximately how long have you lived in your Council in total? Is it…

Chart 21 – Length of Time in Council Area
(Percentage of respondents)*
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*Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding.

Just under one-half of all Meander Valley residents surveyed have lived in their Council area for more
than 20 years (45%), however this is 12 percentage points less than the result seen in the 2015
statewide research.
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Table 24 is segmented by gender, age group and ratepayer status to ascertain whether there are any
significant subgroup variations in the Meander Valley.

Table 24 – Length of Time in Council Area
(Percentage of each demographic group)
Demographic Group
Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Ratepayer
Yes
No

1 to 2
years

3 to 5
years

6 to 10
years

11 to 20
years

More than
20 years

Unsure

4

4

15

29

45

2

6
2

4
5

16
15

27
31

44
47

4
1

18
6
5
5
-

6
9
3
2
4

13
23
25
13
12
11

49
38
30
22
24
24
25

15
43
38
44
55
57
60

18
2
-

4
4

4
3

17
7

27
37

47
37

12
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Appendix A – The Questionnaire
Community Survey
Good afternoon/evening. My name is ……………from EMRS, an independent research company. We
are conducting a survey about the services provided by Meander Valley Council for its residents.
I would like to speak to the youngest person living in your household aged 18 years or over?
The survey should take around 10 minutes. Would you be willing to answer a few questions?
Let me just check, do you live in the Meander Valley Council area?
To make sure we get a good representation of
the population, may I ask you a few questions
about yourself?

1. Male
2. Female

D1. Gender [RECORD WITHOUT ASKING]
D2. Do you or members of your household
own this property or is it a rental property?

1. Own – including purchasing/mortgaged
2. Renting
3. Don’t know/can’t say [DON’T READ]

D3. And your age range – is it…

1. 18 – 24 years
2. 25 – 34
3. 35 – 44
4. 45 – 54
5. 55 – 64
6. 65 – 74
7. 75 years plus
8. Don’t know/can’t say [DON’T
READ]

D4 Which of the following best describes your
household?

1. Single living alone
2. Couple living alone
3. Single person with friend or housemate
4. Family with children under 18 years still at
home
5. Family with children 18 years plus still at home
6. Other
7. Don’t know/can’t say [DON’T READ]
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I am going to read out a list of Council activities, services and programs. I’d like you to think how
satisfied you are with the level of service provided by your Council, and to rate each area on a scale
of 1 to 5, where 5 is “very satisfied” and 1 is “very dissatisfied”. There may be some areas that are
not relevant to you for which we don’t need a rating – let me know as we go through.
(NA = don’t know, not sure, not applicable).

RANDOMISE BLOCKS AND WITHIN EACH BLOCK
A1 – COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

1.1. Informing residents about Councils activities via websites, newsletters,
brochures and publications
1.2. Opportunities for involving residents in local decision making including
community consultation and engagement
1.3. Contact with Councillors/Alderman to discuss a matter of concern to you
1.4. Council lobbying on behalf of the community
A2 – PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT & BUILDING [ALWAYS ASK 2.1 FIRST]
2.1 Planning and development decisions generally
Have you had direct contact with the Meander Valley Council planning,
development or building area in the past 12 months? For example, have you
put in a development application or had a building approved? [IF YES ASK 2.2
and 2.3}
2.2 Planning and development decisions as they apply to your development
2.3 The building approval process
A3 – ROADS, FOOTPATHS & TRAFFIC (managed by Meander Valley Council)
3.1. Safe and well maintained local roads
3.2. Safe and well maintained pedestrian areas such as footpaths and
walkways
3.3. An efficient local road network including traffic management and flow
3.4. Road side slashing and weed control
A4 – WASTE MANAGEMENT
4.1. Household garbage collection
4.2. Recycling services including kerbside recycling and depots
4.3. Operation of local tip and transfer stations
4.4. Maintaining a clean and tidy city/town
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A5 – SOCIAL & COMMUNITY SERVICES
5.1. Disadvantaged support services generally including for older people,
people with a disability, indigenous and ethnic multicultural groups
5.2. Services and programs provided by Meander Valley Council specifically for
older people aged 65 years and over
5.3. Services and programs provided by Meander Valley Council specifically for
young people aged 12 to 24 years)
5.4. Council support for other community groups and organisations such as
sporting clubs, volunteer groups and arts and culture
A6 – COMMUNITY HEALTH & SAFETY
6.1. Hygiene standards of food outlets, restaurants and public facilities
6.2. Council immunisation programs
6.3. Dog control
6.4. Stormwater and flood control
A7 – RECREATION, CULTURAL FACILITIES & BUSINESS
7.1. Sportsgrounds in Meander Valley Council area
7.2. Parks and playgrounds
7.3. The appearance of public areas in general in Meander Valley Council
7.4. Community and cultural facilities like halls, museums and galleries
7.5. Community and cultural activities like markets, music events, theatre
events and sports events
7.6. Tourism and visitor information services
A8 – CUSTOMER SERVICE
Now, some questions about customer service.
8.1. When did you LAST have direct dealings with
Meander Valley Council?

1. Within the last 6 months [GO TO Q8.2]
2. 6-12 months ago [GO TO Q8.2]
3. More than 12 months ago [GO TO
Q8.2]
4. Never had direct dealings with Council
[GO TO Q9]
5. Can’t recall [GO TO Q9]
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8.2. What was the method of contact you had for the
most recent contact you had with Meander Valley
Council?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

In person
By telephone
By letter
By email
By text message
Via Council website
By social media – Facebook or Twitter
Other (SPECIFY)

8.3. What was the contact about?

PROBE FOR MORE THAN 1-2 WORD
RESPONSE.
RECORD RESPONSE

Thinking about the most recent contact, how would you rate your satisfaction with the following
aspects of council customer service, using the same scale of 1 to 5 as before, where 5 is “very
satisfied” and 1 is “very dissatisfied”? Please keep in mind we do NOT mean the actual result of
your enquiry, but rather the customer service you received.
8.4. Staff being friendly and polite
8.5. Staff having a professional attitude and presentation
8.6. The overall handling of, and response to your enquiry
8.7. Access to and availability of Council staff
8.8 Access to relevant Council information
8.9 Being dealt with in a fair and impartial way
A9 – OVERALL COUNCIL PERFORMANCE
9.1. On balance, for the last 12 months, how satisfied
are you with the performance of Meander Valley
Council? Not just on one or two issues, but overall
across all responsibility areas

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

5

N/A

1. Yes
9.2. Are you a ratepayer of the Meander Valley
Council?

2. No – GO TO Q9.4

9.3. Thinking about what your household pays in rates
and other Council charges, how would you rate the
services provided by your local Council in terms of
value for money on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 is
“excellent value” and 1 is “very poor value”?

1

9.4. In your own words please tell me, what does
Meander Valley Council most need to do to improve its
performance?

PROBE FOR MORE THAN 1-2 WORD
RESPONSE.
RECORD RESPONSE

2

3

4

It could be about any issues or services we have
covered in the survey or it could be about something
else altogether.
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9.5. What is the best thing about Meander Valley
Council?
Once again it could be about any of the issues or
services we have covered in this survey or it could be
about something else altogether.
9.6. So, would you say Meander Valley Council is
generally heading in the right direction or wrong
direction?

PROBE FOR MORE THAN 1-2 WORD
RESPONSE.
RECORD RESPONSE

1. Definitely right direction
2. Probably right direction
3. Probably wrong direction

IF RIGHT DIRECTION: Is that definitely or probably the
right direction?

4. Definitely wrong direction
5. Don’t know/can’t say [DONT READ]

IF WRONG DIRECTION: Is that definitely or probably
the wrong direction?
A10 – OTHER QUESTIONS
10.1. You may be aware that local government reform
is currently being spoken about. On a scale of 1 to 5,
where 5 is very important and 1 is not important at all,
how important do you think it is that Meander Valley
Council is involved in discussions about reform of your
local council area?
Can you give me the main reason why you say that?
10.2. If you had to choose, would you prefer to see
Council rate rises to improve local services or would
you prefer to see cuts in Council services to keep rates
at the same level as they are now?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

PROBE FOR MORE THAN 1-2 WORD
RESPONSE.
RECORD RESPONSE
IF THEY HAVE A PREFERENCE SAY: Is that
definitely or probably prefer a RATE
RISE/SERVICE CUT?
1. Definitely prefer rates to rise
2. Probably prefer rates to rise
3. Probably prefer cuts in local services
4. Definitely prefer cuts in local services
5. Don’t know/can’t say [DON’T READ]

10.3. Do you agree or disagree that Meander Valley
Council should consider amalgamating with a
surrounding Council?

1. Strongly agree
2. Somewhat agree
3. Somewhat disagree

Is that strongly or somewhat agree/disagree?

4. Strongly disagree
5. Don’t know/can’t say [DON’T READ]

10.4. And why do you say that?
PROBE FOR MORE THAN 1-2 WORD
RESPONSE.
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10.5. Do you agree or disagree that Meander Valley
Council should consider a resource sharing
arrangement with neighbouring Councils instead of
amalgamating?
Is that strongly or somewhat agree/disagree?

1. Strongly agree
2. Somewhat agree
3. Somewhat disagree
4. Strongly disagree
5. Don’t know/can’t say [DON’T READ]

A11 – RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
11.1. Which suburb do you live in?
11.2. And your postcode?
11.3. Approximately how long have you lived in
[INSERT COUNCIL NAME] in total? Is it…

1. Less than 1 year
2. 1 – 2 years
3. 3 – 5 years
4. 6 – 10 years
5. 11 – 20 years
6. More than 20 years

11.4. Are you…

1. Employed full time
2. Employed part time, casual
3. Unemployed
4. Student
5. Home duties
6. Retired/on a pension
7. Don’t know/can’t say [DON’T READ]

11.5. In terms of the annual income for the whole
household – would you say it was roughly

1. Under $20,000
2. $20,000 but under$40,000
3. $40,000 but under $60,000
4. $60,000 but under $80,000
5. $80,000 but under $100,000
6. $100,000 and over
7. Don’t know/can’t say [DON’T READ]

We may be conducting further research with residents
on some of the issues covered today. Would you be
happy to be contacted again if necessary?

1. Yes
2. No

That completes the survey. Finally may I have your first name for validation purposes only – you
don’t need to give me your surname?
Thank you for your time and help today. Just to remind you my name is ……………. From EMRS, – we
are an independent research company calling on behalf of the Meander Valley Council.
If you have any questions about the survey you may contact my supervisor. Would you like the
number? [If yes – (03) 6211 1222]
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TRAP SPECIAL COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP
1)

Introduction

The purpose of this report is for Council to appoint two new community
representatives to Council’s Townscape, Reserves and Parks Special
Committee (TRAP).
2)

Background

Following the receipt of recent legal advice all future appointments to
Council’s TRAP Special Committee need to be made by Council.
Since the latest annual update of appointments to Special Committees
made at the December 2014 Council Meeting there have been two
vacancies on the TRAP Committee. The first vacancy was filled by Mrs
Christine Chilcott of Meander and expressions of interest for the second
vacancy closed on Friday 31 July 2015.
There was only one expression of interest received for this vacancy that
being from Ms Lois Catchlove of Red Hills.
3)

Strategic/Annual Plan Conformance

Has a direct linkage to Council’s Community Strategic Plan future direction
(5) “Innovative leadership and community governance” and program 1.4.5
of the Draft 2015-16 Annual Plan.
4)

Policy Implications

Not Applicable
5)

Statutory Requirements

Section 24 (2) of the Local Government Act 1993 applies.
6)

Risk Management

Not Applicable
7)

Consultation with State Government & other Authorities

Not Applicable
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8)

Community Consultation

Expressions of interest for vacancies on the TRAP Committee were
advertised in the Meander Valley Gazette as well as on Council’s web site
and social media.
9)

Financial Impact

Not Applicable
10) Alternative Options
Council can elect to not appoint the nominated persons to the TRAP
Committee.
11) Officers Comments
As Mrs Christine Chilcott was previously appointed incorrectly it is necessary
for Council to confirm her appointment as well as to ratify the appointment
of the latest nomination of Ms Lois Catchlove.
AUTHOR:

David Pyke
DIRECTOR GOVERNANCE & COMMUNITY SERVICES

12) Recommendation
It is recommended that Mrs Christine Chilcott and Ms Lois Catchlove be
appointed by Council under Section 24 (2) of the Local Government Act
1993 to the TRAP Special Committee.

DECISION:
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2015-2016 COMMUNITY GRANTS APPLICATION
ASSESSMENTS – ROUND 1 JULY 2015
1)

Introduction

The purpose of this report is to present the recommendations of the
Community Grants Committee to Council for approval.
2)

Background

This is the first assessment of the 2015-16 financial year. The total Grants
allocation is $80,000 of which 15% ($12,000) is earmarked for Sponsorships
and Establishment Grants.
Committee members: Councillor Tanya King, Councillor Ian Mackenzie, Vicki
Jordan (Community Officer), Malcom Salter (Director Corporate Services)
and support officers: Patrick Gambles (Community Development Manager)
and Merrilyn Young (Grants Administrator) met on 21 July 2015 to consider
the applications received.
3)

Strategic/Annual Plan Conformance

The Community Grants program complies with the Draft 2015-16 Annual
Plan target 1.5 and supports Council’s Community Strategic Plan 2014-2024
through its vision of ‘Working Together’ and future direction, ‘Vibrant and
Engaged Communities’.
4)

Policy Implications

The process was undertaken in accordance with the guidelines attached to
the Community Grants Policy No 82.
5)

Statutory Requirements

Section 77 of the Local Government Act 1993 – ‘Details of any grant made
are to be included in the Annual Report of the Council’
6)

Risk Management

Liability and public risk issues are considered in evaluating grant
applications.
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7)

Consultation with State Government and other Authorities

Not Applicable
8)

Community Consultation

Advice and assistance is provided to applicants on request. The Community
Grants program is communicated through community networks and the
media and an Information and Guidelines Kit is available from the Council
website with hard copies on hand at Council reception. A Grants
Information Forum is held annually in May.
9)

Financial Impact

The awarding of grants is made within the limits of the annual budget
allocation which is spread over four rounds throughout the year.
10) Alternative Options
Council can amend
recommendations.

or

elect

not

to

approve

the

Committee’s

11) Officers Comments
Individual Sponsorship Requests
The following requests have been approved by the General Manager during
the period April-June 2015:
Name
Jayde
Melisssa
Jed
Hannah
Julian
Tom
Ashley
Brodie
Courtney

Resident in
Brazendale
Chugg
Fleming
Goddard
James
McShane
Nankervis
Nankervis
Treloar

Hadspen
Liffey
Blackstone
Hadspen
Prospect Vale
Hadspen
Prospect Vale
Prospect Vale
Hadspen

Purpose

$

Australian Junior Basketball Championships - TAS
Pony Club Nationals – SA
Aus Schools Orienteering Champs -VIC
Junior World Orienteering Champs- NORWAY
2015 Under 16 Tasmanian State AFL Academy
National Little Athletics Championships - WA
Orienteering Australia Bushrangers Team - NZ
Orienteering Australia Bushrangers Team - NZ
Schools Sports Aus Netball Champs -NSW

Grant Applications and Sponsorship Requests from Organisations
13 applications were received totalling requests of $28,615. A range of
factors were considered to achieve a fair distribution. The recommended
outcomes are indicated in the final column of the table below:
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125
125
125
250
125
125
250
250
125
1500

Organisation

Project

Project
Cost

Grant
Requested

Grant
Recommended

Rotary - Central Launceston

Special kids show

$
220

AIC Tennis Club

Upgrade hitting wall

1122

1000

500

Bracknell Dis. Boys & Girls Club

Soft floor

4883

3000

2250

Carrick Community Committee

War memorial

12,783

2813

defer

Deloraine Community Band

Bass cabinet

1774

1774

900

Deloraine Community Shed

Car park

3072

2974

2500

Deloraine Football Club

Additional seating

5830

3000

2000

Deloraine Indoor Bowls Club

Equipment upgrade

2490

2490

1550

MV Suns Football Club

Training devices

4500

3000

1500

MV Suns Netball Club

Uniforms & equip

4200

3000

1200

MV Women in Agriculture

Biographies book

4000

3000

defer

Prospect Park Sports Club

Café furniture

7973

1344

1344

Western Tiers Community Club

Bowls Carnival

1000

1000

835

53,847

28,615

14,799

TOTAL

$
220

$
220

11 grant allocations are recommended for approval by Council to the value
of $14,799. These have a total project cost of $37,064 plus voluntary labour,
where appropriate, in excess of $10,000 (calculated @ $20 per hour). Two
applications are recommended for deferral as further information is
required and their project timeframes appear flexible.
AUTHOR: Patrick Gambles
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
12) Recommendation
It is recommended that Council:
1.

notes the Individual Sponsorships approved by the General
Manager during the period April-July 2015 and

2.

endorses the recommendations of the Community Grants
Committee and approves the allocation of funds to the applicants
as listed in the following table:
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Organisation

Project

Grant
Recommended

Rotary - Central Launceston

Special kids show

$
220

AIC Tennis Club

Upgrade hitting wall

500

Bracknell District Boys & Girls Club

Soft floor

2250

Deloraine Community Band

Bass cabinet

900

Deloraine Community Shed

Car park

2500

Deloraine Football Club

Additional seating

2000

Deloraine Indoor Bowls Club

Equipment upgrade

1550

MV Suns Football Club

Training devices

1500

MV Suns Netball Club

Uniforms & equip

1200

Prospect Park Sports Club

Café furniture

1344

Western Tiers Community Club

Bowls carnival

835

TOTAL

14,799

DECISION:
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GOV 4

STANDARDS PANEL REPORT
1)

Introduction

The purpose of this report is to receive and note the Standards Panel
Report into a Code of Conduct for Councillors complaint.
2)

Background

On 21 February, 2015, a complaint was lodged with the Deputy Mayor,
which alleged a number of breaches of the Meander Valley Council Code of
conduct Policy. These breaches were said to have occurred since 23
November, 2014.
The Councillor named in the complaint elected to have the complaint heard
by the Local Government Association of Tasmania (LGAT) Standards Panel.
The Standards Panel conducted a hearing on 7 May, 2015, and the
determination of the Panel was to dismiss the complaint.
3)

Strategic/Annual Plan Conformance

Not Applicable
4)

Policy Implications

Not Applicable
5)

Statutory Requirements

The Local Government Act 1993 and the Local Government (General)
Regulations 2015 apply to the Code of Conduct operation and Code of
Conduct complaint process.
6)

Risk Management

Not Applicable
7)

Consultation with State Government and other Authorities

Not Applicable
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8)

Community Consultation

Not Applicable
9)

Financial Impact

The fee for the complaint to be heard by the Standards Panel was paid by
the Councillor.
The cost of the Standards Panel hearing was $2,503 and was charged to the
Councillors Expenses account.
10) Alternative Options
Not Applicable
11) Officers Comments
No comments.
AUTHOR: Greg Preece
GENERAL MANAGER
12) Recommendation
It is recommended that Council receive and note the Standard Panels
Report into a Code of Conduct for Councillors complaint, Hearing
Number 096.

DECISION:
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GOV 4

INFRA 1

WILLIAM STREET BUS SHELTER
1)

Introduction

The purpose of this report is for Council to approve the installation of a bus
shelter in William Street, Westbury, and consider taking ownership of this
asset donated as an initiative from the Lions Club of Westbury.
2)

Background

Council has received a request from the Lions Club of Westbury who are
wanting to replace the old timber bus shelter that was located outside
Number 66, William Street. This timber structure was demolished and
removed in early 2014 after being damaged by a tree branch.
The original shelter was of all timber construction and was approximately 30
years of age. Photo 1 and 2 below shows images taken by the Works crews
of the original shelter following damage caused by the fallen tree branch.

Photo 1 and 2 : Damage to existing timber bus shelter

The replacement structure will make use of the existing concrete pad that
remains from the original shelter. Photos 3 and 4 show the location on
William Street and the existing concrete pad at that location.
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Photo 3: Aerial photo showing the location of the shelter in William Street

Photo 4: Existing concrete slab in William Street

Some additional works such as minor asphalting is expected to be
undertaken in William Street in front of the existing slab should Council
approve installation of the shelter in this location. In this instance it is
proposed that Council undertakes the asphalting work.
The Lions Club of Westbury is proposing to construct the shelter using a
design similar to the shelter which was constructed in 2012 on Albuera
Street near the Mary Street intersection. The design will be modified to suit
the dimensions of the existing concrete slab, however, will not be as large
as the original shelter. Photo 5 shows the shelter constructed in 2012 on
Albuera Street immediately to the east of the intersection with Mary Street.
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Photo 5: Existing shelter in Albuera Street

Westbus currently collects a couple of children from the William Street
location for Hagley and Prospect schools and the number of children does
fluctuate from year to year. However, it could be reasonably expected that
the number of children collected from this location could increase if a new
shelter is constructed.
3)

Strategic/Annual Plan Conformance

Future direction (6) – Planned infrastructure services
4)

Policy Implications

Policy 75 – Community Organisations Regulatory Fees Refund Scheme will
assist in the refund of fees to 'not for profit' community organisations.
Policy 78 – New and Gifted Assets helps guide Council in making an
informed decision regarding the long term implications of ownership of
assets including new and donated assets.
5)

Statutory Requirements

Council approval is required for work undertaken in the road reserve and
building approval is required for the construction of the shelter.
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6)

Risk Management

Risk management plays an important part in Council’s Asset Management
activities. Through the embedded risk management practices, Council can
ensure that the inherent risks that are associated with asset ownership are
minimised.
7)

Consultation with State Government and other Authorities

Not Applicable
8)

Community Consultation

The Lions Club of Westbury has contacted Council and requested Council
accept this donated asset. The Lions Club has been informed that Council
will consider this request in line with our New and Gifted Asset Policy.
9)

Financial Impact

The upfront capital costs which include an estimated $1,500 in materials
value from the Lions Club, the construction of an asphalt path from the
existing slab to the edge of road, traffic management and building fees and
charges (which may be refunded) would be approximately $3,000 for this
asset.
The estimated Whole of Life costs include an annual cost to Council of
around $341 per annum for operational and maintenance costs (including
depreciation). It is anticipated that $13,230 will be required over the
expected 30 year life of the asset. A summary of costs is shown in the Table
1.
Cost Benefit Summary
Project Title:

William Street Bus Shelter

Executive Summary:
Request from Lions Club of Westbury to replace a bus shelter located on William Street Westbury opposite the Uniting Church.

Upfront Capital Costs:
Net Annual Council Cost:
Total Whole of Life cost:
Average Yearly Use:
Usage Cost:

Details
$3,000
$341
$13,230
950 Assume 5 children per day
$0.36 Cost per person/day

Funding of Annual Council Operations
Rates
100%
Users
Other
Details:
total

100%

Table 1 – Cost Benefit Summary
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10) Alternative Options
Council can elect to not approve the recommendation.
11) Officers Comments
The construction of the shelter will be undertaken off site, but the
installation including its cladding is planned to be undertaken on site by
volunteers from Lions on a weekend. Council’s Works Department will be
required to provide some resources to assist with the installation, for
example traffic management.
The proposed structure will be a simple design and will provide adequate
amenity for children. However, Council may give consideration to the
aesthetics of this proposal and whether this fits the William Street
streetscape.
Attached to this report is a copy of the letter received from the Lions Club
of Westbury.
AUTHOR: Rob Little
ASSET MANAGEMENT COORDINATOR
12) Recommendation
It is recommended that Council:
1) Approve the installation of the bus shelter on the existing concrete
slab outside No.66 William Street, and
2) Take ownership of the shelter donated by the Lions Club of
Westbury

DECISION:
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INFRA 1

INFRA 1

INFRA 1

ITEMS FOR CLOSED SESSION OF THE ORDINARY MEETING:
Cr xxx moved and Cr xxx seconded “that Council move into Closed Session to
discuss the following items.”
Confirmation of Minutes of the Closed Session of the Ordinary Council
Meeting held on 14 July, 2015.
GOV 5

Leave of Absence
(Reference Part 2 Regulation 15(2)(h) Local Government (Meeting
Procedures) Regulations 2015)

The meeting moved into Closed Session at x.xx pm

Cr xxx moved and Cr xxx seconded “that Council moves out of Closed Session
and endorse those decisions taken while in Closed Session.”

The meeting re-opened to the public at x.xx pm

Cr xxx moved and Cr xxx seconded “that the following decisions were taken by
Council in Closed Session and are to be released for the public’s information.”

Meeting closed…………

…………………………………………….
CRAIG PERKINS (MAYOR)
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